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Abstract

As we enter the second half of the 1980s, many of
the naive assumptions and vague ideas associated
with early thinking about office systems have been
replaced by a muchclearer understandingofthe real
limitations and opportunities.
This report concentrates on examining the experiencesof leading-edge usersof office systems, drawing out the key lessons from their experiences, and
advising Foundation members on the alternative

approachesthatare available. We concludethat the

vision of the electronic office will remain illusive
unless organisations carefully plan to achieve the
very different potential benefits of different types of
office system.
The report is aimed primarily at the executives
responsible for defining an organisation s office systemsstrategy, butit will also be of value to all executives who are concerned aboutthe potential benefits
of office systems.

Research Method

This report was researched and written by Neil
Farmer, a senior consultant with Butler Cox specialising in the field of office systems. He has extensive
research and consultancy experience in the practical application of office systems, as well as having
supervised Foundation reports covering most aspects
of information technology.
In preparingfor this report, Neil Farmer was assisted
by Roger Johnson, a senior consultant with Butler
Cox, who hascarried out consultancy work in many
areas of information technology, including office

systems.

The research for this report was carried out during
the second andthird quarter of 1984. It took the form
of 25 face-to-face discussions with executivesin large
American and European organisations making extensive useof office systems.The experiencesof selected
leading-edge usersof office systems are included as
case histories in the appendix. We would like to
record our thanks to the organisations that participated in the research and allowed their experiences
to be published.
Wealso reviewed manyof the reports about the use
of office systems that have been published in recent
years. Those that influenced our thinking are listed
in the bibliography at the end of the report. In particular, we drew on the experiencesof the Omni Group,
the New York based consultancy specialising in
advanced office systems for users and suppliers.
Omni became a wholly owned Butler Cox company
in August 1984.
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REPORT SYNOPSIS

The next five years will be a crucial periodin office

systems development and use. Realistic plans can

now be madeto exploit the real potential of such systems, but the key to this potential lies in a fundamental change in the way office work is organised. To
achieve this change, organisations must plan not only
for individual system applications but also for a fundamental reorganisation of company structures.
Reductions of over 20 per cent in managerial and

professional costs may be possible for most large
organisations.

The alternative to this radical approach is a drift

towards the increasing use of office systems in an
ad hoc way, using only a few control rules and guidelines. This may be an easy option, but is a very short-

sighted approach.

For most large organisations, progress with office
systems has been disappointing. With the exception
of simple word processing and a few strategically
important applications, the benefits of office systems
have not, so far, justified their costs. Our research
found no evidencethat the use of office systems by
managers and professionals generally leads to quantifiable benefits; nor that such systems have anyreal
impact on organisational structures.

Based on the experiences of 25 advanced usersof

office systems in six countries we identified two
general classes of office systems: general-purpose
systems (such as word processing, electronic mail,
voice messaging and telex interfaces) and specific
applications designed to meet specialised requirements. We foundthat specific applications designed
to improve operational performance are being used
extensively. Specific applications that are strategically important to the organisation are also beginning
to appear. General-purpose systems have usually

to unfamiliar analytical work. Professional staff and
middle managers are the main users of the personal
microcomputers that have proliferated in business in

recent years, and they tend to adapt well to general-

purposeoffice systems. Sales staff find messaging
systems extremely useful. But executives will normally use general-purpose systems only after these
systems are widely used by the rest of the organisation.

Webelieve that the real cost-benefits from general-

purposeoffice systems will appear only when organisations change the ways in which managers and
professionals are organised. Despite the obstacles
to this course, the potential benefits are substantial.
These and other lessons from current practice are
detailed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of the report. The
specific experiences of nine organisations are
recounted asindividual casehistories in the appendix.
Chapter 5 addresses future developments in the
office systems field. Hardware costs will continue to
fall over the next five years, as (to a lesser extent)
will general-purpose software costs. Other major
developmentswill include the introduction of natural
languageinterfaces, automatic handwriting recogni-

tion, greater use of images, content-addressable

memory for textual databases, and a greater integration of general-purpose office systems software.
The ways in which large organisations useoffice systems will change significantly, as the ratio of terminals to office staff grows to about 1:2 by about 1990.
Many of the new userswill be non-technical professionals and managers. Overall, it is now clear that
the business microcomputer is the main driving force
behind new developments in office systems.

been added as newfacilities to a large existing user

In planning to move from today s systems to those
of the future, four major issues need to be tackled.

Office systemsaffect different categories of users in
different ways. For typists, productivity gains are
highly dependent on the type of work. Multifunction
systems lead to major changes in the organisation

munications must be formulated. The respective roles
of office system users, user Support groups and central service providers must be clarified. The criteria
for implementing new systems must be determined.
And different approaches for different types of system
special-purpose systems to improve perfor-

base of data processing terminals.

of clerical tasks. Secretaries adapt well to electronic
technology applied to their traditional work; less well
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Policies for information storage, processing and com-
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mance, strategically important systems, and general-

different systems, and the readinessof businesspart-

guidelines.

Planning for general-purpose office systems should
form part of an overall rationalisation schemefor the

purpose systems

mustbe considered. Chapter 6

of the report provides the following management
In assessing special-purpose systemsto improve per-

formance, managers should:

ldentify quantifiable benefits to create a successful atmosphere and ensure senior management
support.

Use combinations of office systems and mainstream computer systems, where appropriate.

Look beyond the automation of existing procedures for opportunities to change the wayoffice
work is organised.
Where possible, use common general-purpose
office system facilities.

In formulating an approach to strategically important
applications, an organisation must choose between
being a technologyleader (pioneering new systems),
or a technologyfollower. Investments and timescales
will vary accordingly. The technological maturity of

ners to accept change, will affect this decision.

organisation, following these guidelines:

Install obvious applicatons at an early stage.

Encourage the use of multifunction devices such
as personal
guidelines.

computers,

within

appropriate

Build-up an early infrastructure of multifunction

devices for secretaries and typists, so that important documents are captured electronically.

Establish common systems before they are
needed, to avoid delays and user frustration later

on.

When applications require a

critical mass

of

users, begin with existing terminal users and com-

municating groups.

Keepoffice system implementations in phase with
technological developments.

Carry outthe rationalisation plan in logical steps.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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CHAPTER 1
THE DEVELOPING INTERESTIN OFFICE SYSTEMS

For over five years, office systems and, in particular, the concept of the electronic office have been
pursued both by information technology suppliers and
by some pioneering user organisations. In most

organisations, however, the electronic office has
been viewed with a combination of interest, concern
and caution.

When the electronic office emerged as a fashionable idea, several arguments were advanced for
implementing the concept:
The significant increases in productivity that had
been achieved through automation on the factory
floor had not been matched by improvements in
office productivity. This was particularly important
becausea large, and growing, percentage ofstaff
workedin offices.

The needto improve office productivity had been
heightened by a sharp inctease in labour costs,
and by increasing competitive pressures.

The quality and timeliness of management information washighly variable, leading to doubts about
the quality of decision making. Better office systems were seen as a meansof overcoming these
limitations.

The concept of automating the office had been
madefeasible by the convergence ofoffice, computer and communications technologies, and by
the ever-decreasing costs of electronic compo-

nents.

In the early enthusiasm for the electronic office ,
however, the practical problemsinvolved in creating
such an environment were often overlooked. In particular, the immaturity of the available products and
the benefits that could be achieved from an electronic
office environment were not clearly understood.
This uncertainty madeit difficult to define the elec-

tronic office for planning purposes. In this confused

environment, it was alsodifficult to guide the introduction of office systems in a far-sighted, strategic way.
Suppliers claimed to have produced integrated
office systems, but these products usually provided
only a limited range of applications, such as word

lThe Butler
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processing, electronic mail, spreadsheets and basic
information storage andretrievalfacilities. The vision
of a highly flexible electronic office, with multifunction terminals providing accessto both specific and
general-purpose systems in a dynamic and responsive way, has proved to be elusive.
If integrated and flexible office system products have
been slow to materialise, a clear understanding of
how toinstall and benefit from office systems has
been even slower to appear. Early predictions of significant increases in managerial and professional
productivity, of reductions in the numbers of middle
managers, of increases in the span of management
control, and ofthe elimination of the secretary have
all proved to be premature, if not incorrect. Benefits
such as these are certainly not commonplace as we
enter the second half of the 1980s. Indeed, many
organisations have shelvedtheir early plans for ambitious electronic office projects after experiencing disappointment, or only limited successes, with office
system pilot projects. Despite these setbacks, most
people who are involved with office systems are
reluctant to dismiss completely the electronic office
concept. They have a very real feeling that there
must be a better way to run the office .

In Foundation Report No. 19, Office Systems
Strategy, we advised caution because of the confused office system environmentin 1980. Our general
message was: If you wantto try it, be cautious

but do not expect immediate benefits .

In Foundation Report No. 29, Implementing Office
Systems, we advised Foundation members on how
to approach the installation of office systems. In that
report we predicted that the benefits of generalpurpose office systems (such as word processing,
electronic mail and information storage and retrieval)
would follow a cyclical pattern, as the penetration of
office systems within an organisation increased. Early
obvious benefits would be achieved, but a period of
substantial net expenditure would follow as the
penetration of systems was built up to overcome
criticalmass and user-education problems. ( Critical mass refers to the minimum number of people
who must use a system before it becomesof real
benefit to the users. It also relates to the minimum

CHAPTER1
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level of functionality of an office system, below which

it is not worthwhile for an individual user to overcome

the difficulties associated with using the system.)

Finally, Report No. 29 predicted that as electronic
facilities gradually replace traditional office procedures, major benefits in terms both of business per-

formance and managerial/professional productivity
would be achievedasa result of integrated electronic
systems and staff reorganisations.

Foundation Report No. 29 was published in 1982, and

since then the use of personal microcomputers has

becomewidespread. It is now clear that the business
microcomputer is the main driving force behind new
developments in office systems. Indeed, the use of
the microcomputer promises to overcome manyof
the critical-mass problems, although not necessarily
the justification problems, that were described in
Report No. 29.

SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
In this report we distinguish between two types of
office systems:

General-purpose office systems that use
computer-based technology to improve generalpurposeoffice activities. These systems may be
usedeither to improve staff productivity or as a

convenient meansof carrying outoffice activities.

Specific office system applications that are
designed to meet the requirements of particular
office or business functions. These systems are
developed either to improve specific aspects of
operational performance orto exploit strategically
important opportunities.
Examples of general-purposeoffice systems include
word processing, electronic mail, information storage
and retrieval, voice messaging, phototypesetting and
videoconferencing. By contrast, systems that have
been designed to prepare engineering estimates, to
provide reminders about contract renewal dates,
or to act as sales aids are all examples of specific
office system applications. Clearly, a particular office
worker may use both general-purpose and specific
office systems, perhaps through one multifunction
terminal. Also, general-purposeoffice systems may
well form part of a specific office system application.

As we enter the second half of the 1980s, many of

the naive assumptions and vagueideas associated
with early thinking about office systems have been
replaced by a much clearer understandingof limitations and opportunities. The different ways in which
general-purpose and specific office systems can be

used, and the respective benefits that can be derived,

are fundamental to this understanding.

The research for this report was carried out during

the third quarter of 1984. It focused on thoseorgani-

sations that now have substantial experienceof installing and using office systems. We identified 25

leading-edge user organisations in thefield of office

systems and interviewed the managers responsible
for their office systems efforts. Eleven of the organi-

sations were in the United States, five in the United

Kingdom, three each in France and the Netherlands,
two in Sweden andonein Italy. To supplement these

user-oriented interviews, we also drew onthe find-

ings of several published studies of the usesof office
systems in the United States and Europe. A bibliography is included at the end of the report.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to establish:

The level and manner of use of office systems by
large organisations in the United States and
Western Europe. (Thesefindings are describedin

Chapter 2.)

Whether or not the leading-edge users ofoffice
systems are achieving major benefits from their
significant investments in these systems. (These
findings are discussed in Chapter 4 and detailed
in the case histories described in the appendix.)

In Chapter 3, we describe the main users and applications of office systems. We draw out the main
lessonsfrom our research in Chapter 4, placing them
in the context of office systems limitations and Opportunities. In Chapter 5, we describe the waysin which
office systems may evolve and be usedin the future,
extrapolating from the experience to date. Management guidelines to assist Foundation members in
their office systems strategies are presented in

Chapter 6.

ter CoxFoundation
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CHAPTER 2
OFFICE SYSTEMS IN 1984

In this chapter, we present someof the keyfindings
both from Butler Cox's ongoing researchinto the uses
of office systems and from a selection of authorita-

tive studies that have been published during the last

two years (see the bibliography). Our purpose is to
presentan informative snapshot of how large organi-

sations in Europe and the United States are currently
using office systems.

The growth in the use of office systems in both the
United States and Europe over thelast five years has
been slower than might have been expected, given
the increasing numbers and costs of office workers
and the decreasing costs of office system products.
Webelieve that this slow uptake is due to three main
factors:
The difficulty in quantifying the benefits of using
office systemsto improve the productivity of managerial and professional staff. (Secretarial and typ-

ing productivity gains are very small in terms of

the overall financial performanceof large organisations.)

The inadequacy of many office system products
(such as word processors and early microcomputers) for tackling the variety of tasks required by

Figure 2.1

A great deal of confusion about the future evolution of office system products and, particularly,
their compatibility both with existing and future
computers, and with other office systems. Speculation aboutthelikely integration of data, text, voice

and image media has added to this confusion.

NATIONAL VARIATIONS
Measuredin termsof the level of penetration and the
types of application, our research indicates that, as
a rule of thumb, the United States is about one year
ahead of the United Kingdom in the use ofoffice systems, and the United Kingdom is about one year
ahead of the rest of Europe. These differences are
shownin Figure 2.1, which indicates the percentage
of the total information technology markets represented by personal computers, word processors and
local area networks in the United States and Europe.
For example, in 1982 word processors represented
three per cent of the total information technology
market in the United States, but less than two per

A comparative analysis of information technology expenditure in Europe and the United States for 1982

es
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many(but not all) managers and professional staff.
The high cost of many office systems has also
been a deterrent to their widespread use.
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cent of the total European information technology
market. Personal computers represented almostfive
per centof the total market in the United States and
the United Kingdom, but accountedfor less than two
per cent of the information technology marketin the
other European countries.
The reasons why the United States is ahead of the
United Kingdomin the useof office systems include
the following:
Most of the major office system suppliers (such
as IBM, DEC and Wang)are US companies. These
companies usually introduce new productsinto the
United States before entering other markets.

Thereis a greater difference between labour costs
and office system costs in the United States. In
other words, labour costs are higher in the United
States than in the United Kingdom, and office system costs are lower.

TheUSoffice system suppliers have a large, stable
home marketfor their products. In comparison, the
European marketis diverse and moredifficult to
enter.

The United Kingdom leads other European countries
in the use of office systems for the following main

reasons:

The popularity of home computers in the United
Kingdom (one in ten homes now has one) has
increased management awarenessof information
technology.

British companies can use US office systems
software and manuals without translation.

US office system suppliers tend to use the United
Kingdom as the entry point into the European
market.

Nevertheless, different European countries display
different levels of loyalty to their national office system suppliers. But, as IBM hasstrengthenedits position in national office systems markets, so the pressure on large organisations to run with the market
leader has increased. The effect can be seen in the
high percentage of large European companiesthat
have now specified IBM as their preferred microcomputer supplier (as we reported in Foundation Report
No. 43, Managing the Microcomputer in Business).

USE BY SECRETARIAL AND TYPING STAFF
There are about 10 million secretaries and typists in
Western Europe, representing a very large market for

word processors and other office systems. According to Keith Wharton's OASIS study publishedin late
1983, the use of word processors has remained at

a very low level. The study showedthat, in round
figures, the 10 million secretaries and typists in
Europe used:
Three million manual typewriters.

Six million electromechanical typewriters.
One million electronic typewriters.

A quarter of a million word processors.

Even allowing for the likelihood that most of these
word processorsareinstalled in large organisations,
the penetration of word processorsinto the secretarial and typing market in large organisations is unlikely
to exceed 10 per cent of the total potential market
by the end of 1984. Even so, word processorsare,
at present, the dominant form of screen-basedoffice
system used by secretaries and typists. However,
microcomputers running word processing packages
are becoming more popular. According to the OASIS
study, nearly 40 per cent of the money spent on word
processing equipmentin Europe during 1983 wasfor
microprocessors dedicated to word processing.
Findings from the Omni Catalysis study, which analysed the use of office systems in late 1983 by Fortune 500 companiesin the United States, confirmed
the trend towards a sharp increase in the use of
microcomputers with word processing packages. The
Omni survey predicted that, while the number of
secretaries and typists using word processing would
increase by more than 50 per cent between 1983 and
1985, the use of microcomputers by this same group
of office staff would treble over the same period. The
Omni findings areillustrated in Figure 2.2.
Estimates of secretarial and typing productivity gains
resulting from the use of word processors vary considerably from study to study, depending on the type
of work involved and the determination of the organisation to achieve measurable benefits. For a typical
mix of work foundin the typing pools of large organisations, real productivity gains of between 20 per cent
and 50 per cent are usually achieved. Interestingly,
although text processing predominates in the secretarial environment, the Omni study shows that more
than 20 per cent of the secretaries surveyed also
carry out data processing applications that are, or

could be, based on a microcomputer.

USE BY MANAGERS AND PROFESSIONALS

Omni has estimatedthat in the United States at the
end of 1984, about one in ten managersand professionalswill be using some form of screen-basedterminal, mostly personal microcomputers. In Europe,
the figure is somewhatlower, but the use of personal

microcomputers is expanding rapidly. During 1985

The Butler Cox Fat
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Use of word processors and microcomputers
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(Source: The Omni Group)

(Source: IDC-Europe and Butler Cox)

more than 800,000 units are expected to beinstalled
in Europe, which will roughly double the installed
base. Nearly three times as many managers and
professionals are expected to be using microcomputers by the end of 1985 as were using these
machines in 1983. The growth of the microcomputer
market in Europeis illustrated in Figure 2.3.

mon application in both industrial and service companies. These particular Catalysis findingsare illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Research carried out by Butler Cox into the use of

personal microcomputers in Europe showsthat penetration is highest where managers and professionals
have a high degree of discretion in the work thatis
carried out. For this reason, head office departments
are more likely to use microcomputers than are
departments in operating companies where the
proportionof discretionary workis less. This research
also showsthat professional staff are morelikely to
use personal computers than are managers. Thus
microcomputers are likely to be concentrated in
departments such as accounts and engineering,
where the concentration of professional staff is
highest.
Not surprisingly, most of the office system applications used by managers and professionals are associated with data analysis (budgeting, statistical
manipulation, modelling and other spreadsheetapplications). One of the most comprehensive studies in
this area is the Omni Catalysis study. This study
showedthat data analysis was by far the most com-
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USE OF COMMUNICATIONFACILITIES
Although the workstation componentsof office systems (primarily microcomputers and word processors) are being installed in large numbers, relatively
few local networks are being used tolink them with

each other or with central computer facilities. At the

end of 1983 there were only about 1,000 local area
networksinstalled in Europe, according to the OASIS
study (although research by Butler Cox showsthat,
including micronets, there were about 5,000 local
area networks in Europe by late 1984).
Even in the United States, the penetration of local
networks is lower than was predicted a few years
ago. About half of the Fortune 500 companies have

installed at least one local area network, but these
installations are usually very limited in scope, with
small numbers of terminals being attached to each
network. Research by Butler Cox clearly indicates

that many large organisations are either waiting for
IBM to launchits strategic local network products,
or waiting for a dominant standard to emerge before
committing themselvesto significant expenditure for

local networks.

POLICIES AND PLANS
Studies carried out by the Policy Studies Institute in

the United Kingdom and by Omniin the United States

indicate that large organisations are more likely to
have a coherentoffice systems policy than smaller
organisations. In Europe, the formulation of office
system policies, particularly personal microcomputer
policies, has enabled managementservices departments to control the introduction of office systems,
and to avoid the piecemeal proliferation of incom-

patible products. There is considerable evidence to
suggest that many North American organisations
Figure 2.5

have, until quite recently, failed to exercise this
degree of control. An analysis of the percentage of
North American companiesthat had office system

policies by late 1983 is given in Figure 2.5.

Our research indicatesthat two distinct types ofoffice
system policy are being adopted by large organisations.
Thefirst type consists of guidelines to control the purchaseof office system products (such as preferred

suppliers for microcomputers, word processors, local

area networks and applications software). These

guidelines may be supported by policies that

encourage potential users to adopt them. For
instance, systems support may be provided only for
the preferred products; access to mainstream systems maybelimited to those products and systems
that fall within the guidelines; and justification procedures may be enforced morerigorously if office system products do not conform. Most large organisations that have an office systems policy have
introduced guidelines to control the purchaseofoffice
systems.
The secondtypeofpolicy is based on theactive promotionof office systems throughthe creationofoffice
system plans, pilot trials and large-scale implementations. Only a small minority of large organisations
have adopted this second type of policy to any significant degree, although many organisations have
experimented with small-scale office system plans
andpilot trials. (According to one surveyin the United
Kingdom, 32 per cent of the organisations studied had
carried out at least one office system pilot trial.)
In mostlarge organisations in Europe, management
services staff are responsible for the introduction of
office systems, although other staff may be involved
in this process to a smaller extent
for example,

Analysis of North American companies with office system policies

All figures are percentages of the full sample
(Source: The Omni Group)
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as membersof an office systems steering committee. A survey carried out by the Policy Studies Insti-

THE ORGANISATIONAL IMPACT

Many organisations have established special support
groupsto be responsible for the implementation of
office systems and the supportof office system users.
in most cases, these support groups form part of the

Another consistent trend has been a shift in the
responsibility for office systems away from the traditional administrative departments that used to select
typewriters and photocopiers, and towards computer
departments who are more competentto deal with
the newer computer-basedoffice systems.

tute in the United Kingdom found that management

services staff were solely responsible for office systems in 61 per cent of the 189 organisations studied,
and shared this responsibility with others in the
remaining 39 per cent of the sample. In the United
States, a survey by Omni found similar results, with
interdepartmental committees responsible for defining office system policies in about one-third of Fortune 500 organisations.

management services or computer department.

JUSTIFYING OFFICE SYSTEMS

Mostlarge organisations require office system installations to be formally cost-justified. Studies in Europe
and the United States indicate that more than 75 per
centof large organisations carry out cost-justification
exercises for all major office systems. By contrast,
most organisations do not carry out cost-justification
exercises before installing office system pilot trials.
Despite the many surveysindicating that office system cost-justification exercises are usually carried
out, the suspicion remains that these may often be
meaningless exercises, carried out more in hope than
in the expectation of achieving real and quantified
benefits. Our research confirms that the rules for
cost-justifying office systems are generally less stringent than those applied to traditional data processing systems.

Whererelatively inexpensive office system products,
such as microcomputers or word processors, are
being considered, it is the low level of expenditure
involved that often leads to a lack of concern for a
quantified justification. Where large-scale and expensive office systems are being contemplated, the inability to anticipate and quantify the potential benefits

often leads to a theoretical, rather than a practical,
cost-justification exercise.

With a small number of notable exceptions, organi-

sations that have invested large sums of money in

office systems have done so as an act of faith ,
rather than as a result of any objective costjustification exercise. In particular, we have been
unable to find hard evidence to support the view that
office systems improve the productivity of managers
and professionals in any quantifiable way, although
claims of qualitative benefits abound.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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Research by Butler Cox both in Europe andin the
United States indicates that office systems have had
very little effect on the organisation of departments
or groups of staff using these systems. Generally
speaking, the consistent trend in most European
countries is to decentralise secretarial and typing
staff, although these changes probably reflect
changes in organisational culture rather than the
introduction of word processing systems.

Somespecific organisational changes, such as the
reduction or elimination of regional sales offices
caused by improvements in electronic communications, have also been carried out, although these are
very much the exception.
In recent years, however, some organisations have
begun to useoffice systems as a key elementin their
business strategies. These strategic applications,
which normally have a direct impact on the organisation s customers, include:
Providing customers with microcomputer systems
on attractive terms in order to facilitate electronic
ordering, thereby making it more difficult for the
customers to change to another supplier.

Using videodisc-based terminals in a retail outlet
to sell products that are not held in stock.

Supplying sales staff with sophisticated microcomputer-based sales aids.

Some other office system applications, such as
preparing quotations by microcomputer or facilitating the ordering process bycreating electronic links
with the sales force through videotex, portable terminals or voice-response systems, can have an
indirect strategic impact by improving the service
provided to customers.

In some industries, quite simple office system applications can have a disproportionate impact on business performance. For instance, a pharmaceuticals
companythat uses word processing systems over a
period of years to documentits research and development results may be in a position to produce very
quickly the regulatory documents that must be
approvedbythe relevant statutory bodies before a
newdrugis launched onto the market. By holding the
information in electronic form rather than on paper,
the company may be able to save one or two months
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tained the threatened proliferation of incompatible
microcomputer and word processor products by
adopting suitable guidelines and controlpolicies.

in the document-preparation process, so launching
a drug onto the market one or two months sooner
than would otherwise have beenpossible. In the competitive pharmaceuticals industry, this quite modest
achievement might be worth millions of dollars in
extra profits. Not surprisingly, the strategic use of
office systems is now under active consideration by
many large organisations.

justified. In particular, we found no evidencethat the

SUMMARY OF THE CURRENTOFFICE
SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT

tems haveso far had verylittle impact on the organisational structures of the departments using these

The current office systems environmentfalls a long
wayshortof the idealised conceptof the electronic
office . Most organisations have made only modest
investmentsin office systems, at least until the recent
widespread introduction of personal microcomputers.
Mostlarge organisations now have anoffice systems
policy, although this policy usually consists of guidelines rather than comprehensive plans.
Managementservices managers have consolidated
their responsibility for office systems at the expense
of administrative managers, who have progressively
become lessinfluential. Generally speaking, management services managers in Europe have also con-

With the exception of simple word processor applications and a limited number of strategically important installations, office systems have not beencostuse of office systems by managers and professionals

generally leads to quantifiable benefits, and office sys-

systems.

The year 1979 can be regarded asthe first year in
which office systems became an important issue for
most large organisations, and there is no doubt that
the first five years experience has been disappoint-

ing. Although some significant qualitative benefits

have beeen realised, the important, and difficult,
issues associated with achieving significant quantifiable benefits from the widespread introduction of
office systems havestill to be addressed. If current
experiences are extrapolated into the future, most
large organisations will have invested a significant
amountof moneyin office systems by 1990, but the
cost-benefits will still be very elusive.
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CHAPTER 3
OFFICE SYSTEM APPLICATIONS AND USERS

During the research for this report we examined the
office system activities of 25 organisations in six
countries. These organisations were selected
because, in our view, they formed a representative
sample of advanced users of office systems. The
experiences of nine of them are described as case
histories in the appendix; in this chapter weidentify
the main lessons that emerge from their experiences.
The issues are discussedfirst in terms of the different types of office system applications, and then in
terms of the different types of staff who may use
office systems. Finally, we discuss the experiences
in terms of training requirements.

OFFICE SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
We noted in Chapter 1 that there are two distinct
types of office systems
specific applications and
general-purpose systems. The main factors that
influencetheinstallation of these two typesofoffice
systems can vary considerably. During our research,
it became clear that advancedusersof office systems often adopted a different approach when installing specific applications from that used when installing general-purpose office systems. Indeed, some
organisations had established corporate office systems groupsthat were concernedonly with generalpurpose systems, such as electronic mail, voicemessaging systems and electronic information
storage and retrieval facilities, leaving the specific
applications to decentralised management services
groups at various locations.

Specific office system applications

Theinstallation of specific office system applications

is in many wayssimilar to the installation of traditional
data processing systems, exceptthat the applications
normally include text manipulation as well as, or
instead of, data manipulation. Also, the systems
usually involve significant additions to standard
general-purpose office systems. For example, an
advancedoffice system might enable buyersto interrogate text and data information held on a supplier
file, incorporate relevant information into purchase
orders and supplier correspondence, and transmit
this information electronically to a supplier using a
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telex switch or a directlink to the supplier s computer.
It might also allow them to input data into the mainstream data processing systems of the organisation
for stock record adjustment, invoicing and financial
reporting.
A more modestspecific application might be an office
system designed to produce proposals and quotations, or a system used to demonstrate the merits of
alternative products to prospective customers. (Such
systems were being used by some of the organisations in the study.)
The nature of specific office system applications
meansthat they require more developmenteffort and
training than general-purposeoffice systems, which
usually are standard products, possibly needing a
verylimited degree oftailoring to meet user requirements. Specific applications are installed to perform
particular business functions and are therefore normally identified with specific business or operational
benefits. The organisations in the survey reported that
most specific office system applications had been
cost-justified, whereas very few organisations had
attempted to quantify the benefits provided by
general-purpose office systems.
Specific office system applications are generally used
by clerks or professional staff, who usually adapt
readily to office systems. Although organisations in
the study reported a high level of success with specific office systems, a few failures due to poor systems
design were also acknowledged. The quality of these
systems dependsheavily on the abilities of the developmentstaff.

General-purpose office systems

General-purpose office systems include word
processing, store-and-forward electronic mail, voicemessaging facilities, electronic information storage
andretrieval, electronic administrative facilities (such
as diaries and reminder files), local networks, and
specialised systems (such as phototypesetting and
videoconferencing). We now discuss users experiences of each of these types of systems.
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Word processors
Wordprocessors were installed in all the organisations in the study. In general, they provide measurable cost-benefits in centralised typing groups, but
not in other parts of the organisation. Although some
resistance was experiencedinitially, there is now
widespread acceptance of, and even a growing
demand for, word processors by typists and secretaries. Clerks and professionals who use terminals for
other applications are also beginning to use word
processing facilities to do their own typing.
Electronic mail systems
Electronic mail (and messaging) systems were usually
provided to give additional communication facilities
to a large base of existing terminal users. Because
of this, very few criticaimass problems were
experienced, particularly since organisations usually
installed electronic mail facilities progressively for

groups of staff who needed to communicate with

each other. Also, because most users were familiar
with terminals, user acceptance of the facilities was
quite rapid.
Most organisations used local managers who were

keen on the idea of electronic messaging to act as

intermediaries during the installation of the system,
so encouraging user acceptance. Someorganisations
started by using an electronic mail bureau and then
brought the system in-house once it became
accepted by a large number of users.
In the large organisations using electronic messaging systems, terminal penetration was quite high
typically about one terminal for every four or five
office staff. Once about 10 per cent of terminal users
were successfully using electronic messaging, there
wasa large increase in demand from the other terminal users to use the system. Later, when between

one-third and one-half of the terminal users had

accessto electronic messaging (typically about two
yearsafter the first facilities became available), the

system and its rules and traditions became estab-

lished as part of the corporate culture. This usually
meant that short cryptic messages were an acceptable form of communication, even in organisations
where internal memoshadtraditionally been rather
formal. It also meant that staff who broke the unwritten rules, such as making a telephone call where an
electronic message wassufficient, experienced pressure from their peers to conform to the new informal
rules.
Most electronic messaging system users spent less
than 10 minutes a day on the system, although some
field sales staff and sales managers often used the
system for more than 30 minutes each day. (Because

of time-zone differences in the United States, field

sales staff in that country often becamethe leading
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championsof store-and-forward electronic messaging systems.)

Typically, fewer than 10 per centof initial users of
such systems subsequently refusedto useelectronic

messaging. Nevertheless, some resistance to certain

aspectsof electronic messaging systems wasexperienced. In particular, users were concernedthat the

controls in the system meant that they could no
longer avoid difficult or untimely actions by claiming
that a message had been lost in the post and so
avoid difficult or untimely actions.

Most organisations in the sample that used electronic
messaging did not have an up-to-date justification for
the cost incurred by installing such systems. Early
efforts to quantify postal or telephone cost-savings
had typically been forgotten as user demandbuilt up.

Voice-messaging systems

Thoseorganisations that used voice-messaging sys-

tems had found that the base of users could bebuilt

up very quickly (one organisation hadinstalled facilities for over 1,000 usersin the first year), so avoid-

ing anyinitial critical-mass problems.

Field sales staff were enthusiastic users of voice mes-

saging, becauseit helped them to overcome telephone tag and (in the United States) time-zone
difficulties. Other office-based users, however, were

less convincedof the benefits, with between 15 and

20 per centof the initial users ceasing to use the system after a period of experimentation. Typically,
voice-messaging systems were used by eachuser for

less than 10 minutes per day, mainly for short and

succinct messages. In much the same way as some

electronic messaging system users had reacted

against the disciplines imposed by the system, some
voice-messaging users were concerned that they
could not avoid receiving certain messages. Some
organisations admitted that on certain critical occasions, telephones were reported as being out of
order
a clear human reaction to the controls
inherent in many of these systems.
Up-to-date cost-justification figures for voice-messaging systems were not available from the user organisations. Typically, after an initial monitoring exercise
during which the expenditure wassaid to bejustified,

no further evaluation had been carried out.

Information storage and retrieval systems

Organisations that used electronic information
storage and retrieval usually had installed them as

additional facilities for an existing large base of terminal users. The retrieval applications wereall based
on keywordor file-identification retrieval, rather than
on the more complex content-addressable methods

(where each word in a document can be used as a
keyword).
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Although these facilities were of value to almostall
the potential users (in one organisation only 15 out
of a total of over 2,000 stopped using the system),

very few filing cabinets were discarded. Most users

stored only key reports and other important documents on the electronic system, and retained most
of their day-to-day files in paper form. The reasons
for this were that users believed that:
They could not cope with electronic indexing for

large numbers of documents.

The keyword-based indexing systems were inadequate for large-scale document storage.

Theelectronic system could not cope with external correspondence or documents incorporating
images.

In some cases, strict controls on the amountof disc
space used by each person also discouraged largescale use of the system.
Some specialised groups (such as public relations
staff at different company locations) used electronic
storage systems to maintain a consistent record that
could be used by several individuals. The group use
of information storage was expected to become an
increasingly important application during the next few
years. For example, several organisations were
actively considering electronic storage and retrieval
as a key elementin future application systems to handle business transactions.

Noneof the leading-edge organisations in the study
had specifically cost-justified electronic storage and
retrieval, although a few had included the costs of
these systemsin an overall justification for electronic
mail andinformation retrieval systems. (For example,
see the Massey-Ferguson case history in the
appendix.)

Electronic administrative facilities

Although some ofthese facilities, such as reminder
(or tickler ) files, were used quite extensively (without
being rated as particularly important), diary management facilities used to check individual diaries to

determine possible appointment dates were regarded

as a failure in nearly all of the organisations that had
used them. The main reason forthis failure was that
people regarded their diaries as personal , and were
reluctant to allow others to have accessto the diary,

or to allow others to book appointments without some

form of agreement in advance. Although many of the
more recent diary management systems have been
designed to overcome mostof the stated objections,
the uptake of these systems is still very slow, with
a great deal of caution being exercised by most
potential users.
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Local networks

Mostof the organisations in the sample had installed

some form of local network, based either on a local

area network or on an advanced data-switching PABX
system. None of the organisations, however, had
made a major commitment to these systems, typically regarding them as experiments in limited areas
at one or two locations only. Generally speaking,
these local networks werejustified on the basis of

cost savings compared with the costs oftraditional

wiring that would have had to beinstalled to cope with
increased demands over the next few years. The
increased flexibility provided by advanced localnetworkswasalso given as one of the main reasonsfor
experimenting with this approach.
Specialised systems
Specialised systems, such as phototypesetters, telex
interfaces and protocol converters, were being used
in office systems installations by several organisations in the sample. In some cases, these systems
werevery important
for example, a telex interface
system was used as part of a worldwide store-andforward electronic mail system by one large multinational company. In other cases, however, specialised
systems were regarded very much as useful incidentals to the main office system applications of word
processing, electronic mail and electronic information storage and retrieval.

OFFICE SYSTEM USERS

From the variety of sometimes contradictory
experiences with using office systems, we have
extracted some key lessons aboutthe impactof office

systems on different types of office staff

typists,

clerks, secretaries, professionals and middle managers, executives and salesstaff.
Typists

Manystudies have shown that the average improvementin typing productivity as a result of using word
processorsin typing pools is usually between 20 per
cent and 50 per cent. But productivity improvements
aré highly dependenton the type of work involved
productivity gains of more than 200 per cent have
been obtained by using word processors to prepare
standard letters and large reports requiring many
amendments, but memo or short-letter typing productivity gains are usually less than 10 per cent, if they
can be measured atall.

Productivity improvements resulting from the
introduction of word processorsare also very dependent on the determination of the organisation to
achievethe benefits. For example, one large chemicals company set out to achieve a 100 per cent
improvement in word processing productivity and
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achievedthis goal by a carefully planned programme
of natural wastageof typing staff. By contrast, several
organisations who had not planned for productivity
improvements reported no measurable productivity
gains, despite spending large sums of money on
word processors.
Personnel problems have been experienced both
when secretaries and typists are reorganised into
central typing pools and, perhaps moresurprisingly,
when existing typing pools are decentralised to
increase the number of departmental or personal
secretaries. In general, secretaries suffer a loss of
status when they are reorganised into secretarial
groupsor typing pools. When the reverse processis
carried out, a combination of the loss of contact with
friends during the working day and an increased
variety of work demands can lead to considerable
anxiety.
In most of the organisations studied there was a clear
trend for the overall typing load to shift away from
typists and secretaries. Increasingly, typing is being
carried out by clerks and professional staff as these
groupsbegin to use terminals for a variety of appli-

cations.
Clerks

Mostof the organisations had installed multifunction
facilities that enable clerks to carry out both data
processing and word processing through the same
terminal. Thesefacilities had generally been installed
with few problems, and the systems had quickly
become established as part of the routine day-to-day
activities.
The introduction of multifunction systems for clerical
staff had led to considerable changesin the organisation of clerical tasks. Clerks who used to deal with
specialised activities, such as typing correspondence
or filing documents, were beginning to be replaced
by clerks who carried out a much wider range of
activities, using specially designed office systems. In
some cases, this had led to clerks, or even professional staff, becoming involvedin all stages of clerical activities (such as order receipt, stock record
enquiries, customer credit status review, order processing, and customer correspondence)rather than
only a few of these activities.

Three of the organisations had definite plans to use

office systems to reduce significantly their numbers
of clerical and typing staff. They plan to provide professionalstaff with specific office systems designed
to carry out almost all the activities involved in the

main businesstransactions. In this way, these organi-

sations expectto eliminate the considerable duplication in effort inherent in the existing specialised division of activities. These three organisations were also
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considering the use of electronic-image documents
to reduce much of the paper handling involvedin processing their mainstream business transactions.

Secretaries

Noneof the 25 organisations had measuredthe direct
productivity gains achieved byinstalling word processors for secretaries. Those organisations that had
increased secretarial productivity had done so by
reorganising to reduce the number of secretaries
employed.
Several organisations had linked secretarial word
processors to word processorsin central typing pools
where bulk typing was carried out. This arrangement

had proved to be quite successful, becauseit maxi-

mised the productivity of bulk typing by using a typing pool. In addition, it reduced the typing errors seen

by authors because the secretaries would correct the

electronic documents before printing final copies for

the authors.

Only three organisations had carried out experiments

which provided secretaries with multifunction office

systems having more than basic word processing
facilities. Nevertheless, almost half of the organisations regarded the use of multifunction office systems

by secretaries as a transitional step to the use of

these systems by senior managers. The results of
the experiments indicated that most secretaries
adapted well to traditional secretarial activities (such
as word processing, keeping a diary, and maintaining document indexes) when thesefacilities were
provided in electronic form. But secretaries were
reluctant to use some ofthe moresophisticated applications, particularly where these involved the analy-

sis of unfamiliar information. The three organisations

believed that the installation of multifunction systems
on secretaries desks had encouraged managers to
use office systems although, as we discuss below,
other factors may be more importantin determining
whether or not office systems are accepted by
managers and executives.
Professionals and middle managers

Professional staff and middle managers are the main

users of the personal microcomputers that have been
installed in large organisations in recent years. They

are also the main users of end-user computingfacilities provided by in-housetimesharing services. Technically oriented professionals and middle managers
readily accept systems that meet a real need (such
as spreadsheets for budgets, systemsto carry out

technical calculations, and accessto technical databases), even though these systems maybe quitedifficult to use. Once they are usedto carrying out some
of their work on terminals, these staff usually adapt
easily to general-purpose office systems. Professionals and middle managers whoare regular termi-
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nal users are usually prepared to carry out quite a
lot of their own typing, for example, with the exception of large reports.
Some professionals and middle managers whose
activities are document-oriented (such as patent
officers, copywriters, and public relations staff) will
accept and use general-purposeoffice systems, since
these systems are very relevant to their jobs. In

general, however, professionals and middle mana-

gers makeonlylimited use of general-purpose office
systems if they are provided in isolation, without

specific job-related applicationsalso being available.

Our research indicatesthat, if job-related applications
are installed first, general-purpose office systemswill
be more readily accepted as add-ons ata later date.
Noneof the organisations we examined could demonstrate quantified improvementsin the productivity of

professional staff or middle managers as a direct
result of the introduction of office systems.

Executives

A few of the organisations in the study had successfully installed quite sophisticated office systems for
executives. These systems were basedon facilities
developed to meet specific executive needs, and they
required a high level of personalised systems training and support to ensure thatall applications were
used and worked well. Generally, the systems used
a simple menu interface to computer-based reports
that had been specially re-formatted to meet executive requirements.

In those organisations wherepilot trials of generalpurpose office systems had been installed for use by
executives, the results were usually disappointing. In
two cases, Office systems for use by executives were
removed at the end of a pilot trial period. However,
where general-purpose office systems were introduced as additionalfacilities to an existing high level
of terminal penetration in the organisation, most
executives did usethe facilities. Our research indicates that executives will normally use generalpurpose office systems only when these systems
have becomepartof the corporate culture, and when
manyother managersandprofessionals are using the
facilities regularly.
Sales staff

Office systems that improve communications with
field sales staff were being used byten of the organisations we interviewed. Electronic mail systems,
voice-messaging systems, videotex and voice-response systems wereused by different organisations
to reduce delivery lead times, improve the timeliness
of sales managementinformation, and save in-house
administration costs by capturing order information
at an earlier stage.
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Direct cost savings (such as reduced telephone and
postal costs and reduced in-house clerical costs)
attributable to these types of office systems were
measured by fewer than half of the organisations,
however. Where these measurements were made,
the installations were always cost-justified.
Twoorganisations in the study were using office systems as sales aids. One vehicle manufacturer used
interactive videodisc systems to promote car sales
in distributor showrooms (without a great deal of success). And an insurance company used a sophisticated portable computer system toillustrate different insurance options to potential customers (with
considerable success). Six other organisations were
actively considering the use of terminal-based systems as sales aids, indicating a growinginterest in
the useof office systems at the sharp end of business operations.

TRAINING AND SUPPORT
In recent years, a great deal of importance has been
attached to providing adequate trainingfor office system users. In general, however, the organisations we
examined hadnot invested in very high levels oftraining and support. Typically, after an initial training and
education effort during which large general-purpose
office systems wereinstalled, the training and support effort fell to quite low levels.
The keystaff involved in planning and installing these
systems often stressed the needto carry out an initial
large-scale education exercise to ensure that the
early office system installations were successful.
Once any early psychological barriers had been overcomeand successful systems installed, user demand
for office system facilities, together with assistance
from colleagues already using the facilities, typically
overcame anylimitations in the formal training programmes. One interviewee summarised the viewsof
most organisations when he said: If the system is
accepted by manyof the user s colleagues, andif the
system provides real benefits, then the user will learn
to operate the system, even if the formal training is
inadequate .
As an indication of the level of ongoing training and
support provided, one organisation employed one person to support more than 1,000 electronic mail users,
while another organisation used five staff (but only
for part of their time) to support more than 2,000
users of a multifunction general-purpose office

system.

In two types of situation, however, a relatively high
level of training was often found to be necessary.
Specific office systems usually required quite intense
training programmesover a short period of time. And
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senior managers often demanded, and were given,
individual training in the use of office systems.

SUMMARY

In the very diverse and somewhat confused environ-

mentof advancedoffice systems in the organisations

we studied, two main types of office systems
specific and general-purpose
are beinginstalled
and used. Specific applications designed to improve
operational performanceare being used extensively.
One main trend in the use of specific applications is
that multifunction facilities are increasingly being
used by professional staff, for clerical and typing
activities that were previously carried out by clerks
andtypists usingtraditional office procedures. These
specialised applications usually result in modest
benefits that cost-justify the systems over a period
of two or three years.
A small percentage of specially designed office systems are beginning to be usedfor strategically impor-
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tant applications. These applications usually affect the
main activities of the organisation and, if successful, can lead to major strategic benefits(or, if not successful, major strategic problems). We believe that
strategically important office system applications are

poised for a period of major growth over the nextfive
years.
General-purpose office systems, such aselectronic
mail and electronic information storage andretrieval,

have usually been installed as additional facilities

available to a large user base of existing data processing terminals. In this way, many critical-mass
problems have been avoided, and office systems

havefirst been installed for use by the most recep-

tive technically oriented staff. In turn, this has created
a favourable environmentin which to expand the use
of these systems to other areas of the business.
Nevertheless, most of the organisations haverealised
very few cost-benefits from their use of generalpurposeoffice systems.
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With the exception of reorganisation affecting secretaries and those responsible for installing office systems, there has been almost no impact on organisational structures in the 25 organisations we studied.
Even in groups wherethere is a very high penetration of office systems, no significant organisational

changes have been made. Webelieve these findings

to be true for almost all organisations that have
installed office systems.
Any assessmentofthe impact of office systems must
consider both the benefits that will accrue from the
use ofdifferent types of office systems, and the different approachesto the implementation of office systems. In this chapter, we place the lessons learnt
from the experiences of office system users in the
context of the benefits that can be achieved both by
using different types of office systems, and by adopting different approaches to implementing them.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED OFFICE SYSTEMS

During our research we encountered many specially
designed office system applications. Some of these
were designed to improve the operational performance ofcertain functions; others were designed to
be strategically important to the organisation concerned.

Systems designed to improve
operational performance

The organisations we studied had installed many
different types of specially designed office systems
to improve the operational performance of various
functions. The applications included:

A combined word processing, document preparation and information storage and retrieval system
that gave buyers online access to supplier and
product information, and enabled them to produce
all the necessary documentation.

A tickler system for patent officers, to remind
them of critical dates in the patent preparation
procedure.

Mostof the specially designed systems of this type
werecost-justified, although some applications, such
as the tickler file for patent officers, were justified
in qualitative terms only. However, the benefits
achieved were usually quite modest, giving a return
on investment over a period of about two or three

years.

The typical pattern of cumulative cost-benefits
derived from the installation of several specially
designed office systems to improve operational
performance is shown in Figure 4.1. The figure
illustrates that as each such system is installed a
modest cost-benefit may be achieved, although
some systems may cause a decreasein the cumulative benefits because they provide only qualitative
Figure 4.1

Cumulative cost-benefits of office systems
designed to improve operational performance
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cumulative
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A multifunction office system to improve the
productivity of clerical activities in insurance broking transactions.

Aninformation storage and retrieval system to
enable public relations staff in an oil company to
continually update and access a consistent record
of press statements. The use of this system ensured that problems associated with the press
receiving different information from different company locations were avoided.
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costs

Note: The small decreases in cost-benefits relate to office systems
with qualitative benefits that cannot be fully cost-justified.
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benefits. We would expect, however, that real cost-

benefits will continue to be achieved on an incre-

mental basis as these systems continue to be in-

Figure 4.2

stalled, asillustrated by the dotted line in Figure 4.1.

sors to record research and developmentfindings

over a periodof years. It was able to use this information to prepare quickly the necessary (and very
bulky) regulatory paperwork required once a drug
wasreadyto be launchedonto the market. In this
way, it could launch a new product onto the mar-

application installed

Overall
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k
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Ahninsurance company provided terminals to large
insurance brokers to encourage the brokers to use
that particular company s services, rather than
those of a competitor.

A pharmaceuticals company used word proces-

Secondstrategic

A

Systems designed to be strategically important
Some of the organisations in our study had installed
one or two (but not more) specially designed office
systemsthat were strategically important to the performance of the business. Examples included:

Cost-benefits of two strategically important
office systems

0

Overall
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Competitive reaction
reduces annual benefits

bss

First
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>

strategic
application

installed

costs

ket one or two months earlier than would other-

wise have been possible. This simple application
could be worth several million dollars in additional
profits for each major drug that is brought to the
market.

Ahninsurance company used portable computers

as sales aids, so that alternative insurance

schemes could be presented to potential cus-

tomers.

Ahnelectronic message system wasinstalled to
keep farm machinery distributors in North America
up to date with special promotions, stock availability, and new product launches. The system also
enableddistributors to place orders electronically
with the farm machinery supplier.
All of the strategically important systems were
installed with the expectation of gaining substantial
cost-benefits. In the event, some of them did produce very large benefits, but others gave only small
benefits. During 1984, Butler Cox carried out extensive research into strategically important office systems. This research indicates strongly that the strategic use of office systemsis still in its infancy and
that these applications will represent a major area
of growth during the next five years.

Anillustration of the potential cost-benefits that could
result from the installation of a major strategic office
system followed by a less important one is given in
Figure 4.2. In this illustration we assume that the
benefits from the first application will decrease over
time as competitors react to minimise the advantage
being achieved. (This will not always be the case,
because someapplications, such as an early launch
of a new pharmaceutical product, will have a large
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once-off short-term benefit.) The figure is drawn to
the same scale as Figure 4.1 to illustrate that the
potential benefits from strategically importantoffice
systems are much greater than from office systems
designed to improve operational performance.

GENERAL-PURPOSE OFFICE SYSTEMS
Studies to identify and quantify the theoretical
benefits of general-purposeoffice systems have been
carried out by Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc. and other
consultancies. These studies were based on an analysis of work patterns for different typesof office staff
in a limited sample of companies. Assumptions were
then made about thelikely increases in productivity
that would result from the application of office systemsto each type of activity. From a knowledge of
how office staff spend their time and an estimate of
how office systems would increase the productivity
of each activity, the likely productivity increase for
different types of office staff was estimated.
Toillustrate this type of calculation, suppose that a
typical manager spends 12 per cent of his time on
the telephone. If this time can be reduced by 20 per
cent by using electronic mail or voice-messaging
facilities, then 2.4 per cent of the typical manager s
time will be saved byintroducing these systems. The
results of one such study on managementtime are
illustrated in Figure 4.3. This particular study pre-

dictedthat the impact of office systems would be to
save 15 per cent of managementtime. Generally, the

results of studiesof this kind predict theoretical pro-
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Impact of integrated office systems on
managementtime

Figure 4.4
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ductivity improvements of between 10 and 20 per
cent for managers and professional staff, and improvements of between 20 and 30 per centfor cleri-

cal and secretarial staff.

In Foundation Report No. 29 we argued that the
cumulative cost-benefits of general-purpose office
systems would tend to follow a cyclical pattern, with
early net cost-benefits from applications such as
word processing in typing pools and inter-site electronic mail being followed by an extended period
during which substantial costs would be incurred. In
this period of substantial expenditure, the penetration
of terminals would be built up and infrastructure
investments (such as local networks, store-andforward electronic mail, electronic information
storage andretrieval, and restructuring of databases
to meet ad hoc user requirements) would be made.
Finally, as organisations adapted to the new electronic environment, significant organisational changes

would be made in order to realise the full theoretical

productivity benefits of general-purpose office sys-

tems. To be significant, these reorganisations would

primarily have to affect managers and professional
staff. This theory is illustrated by the solid line in
Figure 4.4.

Our research for this report suggests that most
advancedoffice system usersarestill incurring overall cumulative costs, as indicated by the broken lines

in Figure 4.4. In turn, this suggests that even the

leading-edge organisations have not yet reached the
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Increased terminal penetration
and infrastructure investments

-

_

Theoretical cost benefit curve.

Costbenefit experiences of leading-edge users (note that

some users may never have been through a period of
overall cumulative benefits).

stage where they can achievesignificant benefits by
major reorganisational changes. A morelikely explanation, however, is that these organisations have so
far failed to achieve real benefits from generalpurposeoffice systems because they have held back
from the challenge of managerial and professional
reorganisation. Although clerical and secretarial reorganisations are quite commonplace, most organisations have avoided the much more difficult and fundamental managerial and professional changesthat
would be neededif the theoretical benefits we have
described are to be realised.
As a result, the cost-benefits experienced by almost
all the organisations we studied follow patterns similar to those indicated by the broken lines in Figure
4.4. Early benefits have not been maximised because
of a lack of emphasison achieving cost-benefits. Even
this disappointing situation is better than it might have
been because general-purposeoffice systems have
normally been installed as add-ons to an existing
base of data processing terminals. The office system
infrastructure investments have therefore been less
than if new office system terminals had been installed
on the same scale. However, the recent widespread
use of personal microcomputers (often without measurable cost-benefits) has contributed to a continuing
increase in the overall cumulative costs of generalpurpose office systems.
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REORGANISING MANAGERS AND
PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Webelieve that the real cost-benefits from generalpurpose office systems cannot be achieved until
organisations take the opportunity provided by these
systems to rethink the ways in which managers and
professionals are organised. Our research identified
five main factors preventing most organisations from
facing up to this issue:
1. Lack of successful precedents

Thereis verylittle experienceof the effects of managerial and professional reorganisation in highly automated office environments. The few experiments that
have been carried out and published have had mixed
results. For example, the early optimism about reorganisations at Citibank Corp. in the United States has not
been fully realised, whereas Hercules Chemicals (also
inthe United States) has reported a dramatic reduction
in the number of managementlevels as a result of
ambitious office system installations.

2. Practical difficulties

Managersand professionals typically are a powerful
groupwithin mostlarge organisations. Becauseofthis,
any attempts to study, or to plan for, fundamental managementreorganisation arelikely to encounter considerable difficulties. In comparison, the reorganisation of
clerical or secretarial staff (whichitself is often a very
traumatic and testing experience)will seem relatively
straightforward.

3. Doubts aboutbenefits

The theoretical productivity benefits of office systems
are based ona limited sample of organisations and are
unlikely to be realistic for many organisational environments. Indeed, the assumptions madeby these studies

have aroused considerable debate amongst those who
specialise in the office systems field.

4. Organisationalinefficiencies

Even if the theoretical productivity benefits of office
systems have been calculated on a realistic and
far-sighted basis, these benefits will almost never be
realised in full by a process of reorganisation. The
reason for this is that all organisational structures
are inevitably inefficient. For example, people muststill
be employed to manage functional areas, even if office
systems haveincreasedthe spare time of these managers by one-third or more. And, even where mana-

gerial reorganisation seems possible, fundamental

human capabilities will usually limit each manager s

span of control to no more than abouteightstaff.

Equally, if a professional has valuable specialised skills

that are not available elsewhere in the organisation,
this person will still be employed, regardless of how
mucheffort he or she needsto put into a day s work.
If two such professionals were employed, a reduction
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to only one key person with these skills will often be

regardedas, potentially, leaving the company exposed

to significant problems if the individual wereto leave,
or become ill for a lengthy period.

Manyother instancesof organisationalinefficiency are

likely to be encountered by organisations. that plan
carefully for managerial and professional staff reductions on significant scale.

5. Changing work patterns

The potential improvements in productivity of managers (and even some professional staff) are not
influencedonly by their own use ofoffice systems. The
useof these systems by less senior staff can lead toa
reduced number ofjunior staff being required andtoa
shift in work patterns, and hence to managerial and
supervisory reorganisations.

SIGNIFICANT POTENTIAL BENEFITS

Despite all these complications and difficulties,
however, the potential benefits to be gained by fundamentally reorganising an organisation, so that it
employs the optimum number of managersand professionals in an efficient organisational structure, can
be very significant indeed. Not only may integrated
office systemsof all types result directly in a 10 or
15 per cent reduction in the numbers of managers
and professionals employed, but the reorganisation
planning exercise may well identify many existing in-

efficiencies. Experiences of fundamental reorganisations, usually necessitated by business crises, suggest that a stringent analysis of essential staff
requirements can lead to a reduction of 20 per cent
or more in the numbers of middle managers, supervisors, and professionalstaff.
Avery significant prize therefore awaits manyof those
organisations with the courage to use modernoffice

systemsasthe key to a carefully planned reorganisation

of managerial and professional staff. Indeed, organisations that adopt this approach may be able to avoid
manyof the traumas associated with forced reorganisations carried out in the short timescales dictated by a

sudden businesscrisis.

None of the organisations that we examined for this
report had carried out the fundamental managerial and

professional staff reorganisations that would be neces-

sary to realise the full theoretical cost-benefits of their
systems. Indeed, most organisations have not attempted to quantify the benefits of office systems,generally
treating them as company overheads in much the same
wayastheytreat the telephoneservice. As a result, staff
numbershavenotfallen significantly. The vision of the

electronic office in which large businesses are run by

relatively few staff equipped with sophisticated office
systems remains a long way from beingrealised.
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CHAPTER 5
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTSIN THE OFFICE SYSTEMS FIELD

To date, office systems have been viewed in two
distinct ways. In the late 1970s and early 1980s,
there was a high level of enthusiasm and optimism
about the benefits that would result from the widespreaduseof electronics in the office. More recently,
attitudes have changed, and many now regard the
future developmentof office systems with sceptism.
Inadequate products, confusion about standards, and
uncertainties about how to achieve real benefits have
combinedto create a pragmatic and reactive environment, where user demands leadtolimited installations of office systems. As a consequence, very few
organisations have embarked on ambitiousoffice systems programmes.

Despite the current position, we believe that office
systems have an important role to play in modern
organisations, and that they will be installed in everincreasing numbers. In this chapter, we look ahead
over the next five years to examinethelikely developments bothin office system products and in the ways
they will be installed and used by large organisations.

OFFICE SYSTEM PRODUCTS

The office system products marketplace is characthe costs of both hardterised by two main trends
software are
packages)
of
use
the
ware and(through
facilities are
system
office
new
and
falling rapidly,
continually being developed.

Falling costs

Hardware costs will continue to fall rapidly over the
nextfive years, leading to dramatic improvements in
the power and capacity of microcomputer-based
workstations. There are three main underlying hardware cost trends:

Processor price-performance will continue to

improveat a rate of about 35 per cent per annum.
This means that between 1985 and 1990, processor price-performance will improve by a factor of

about 10.

Solid-state memory price-performance will continue to improveat a rate of about 40 per cent per
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annum over the next five years. The implication
is that 16-Mbit chips will be available by 1990.

Rotating magnetic memory price-performancewill
continue to improveat a rate of about 30 per cent
per annum, representing almost a_ five-fold
improvement by 1990.

In terms of office system products, the full cumulative impact of these underlying cost trends can be
illustrated by considering the type of microcomputer
that is likely to be available in 1990
a 1-Mbyte,
2-mips device with an 8-Mbytedisc and local area
network interface will cost less than $2,000. A similar order-of-magnitude improvement in hardware
price-performance can be expected for other electronics-basedoffice products over the nextfive years.

Office system software developmentcosts arefalling much more slowly than hardware costs. Nevertheless, where large markets exist for particular software
packages(including some very sophisticated, integrated ones), they will continue to be offered for less
than $1,000. For example, Lotus s Symphony, which
is a fully integrated package that enables data to be
switched freely between database, spreadsheet and
word processing modules, typically costs less than
$700 in Europe. However, where the marketfor office
system software products is relatively small (in
specialist rather than general-purpose applications),
the high costs of software development will inhibit
substantial decreasesin price.

New office system facilities

New office system facilities are continually being
developed and incorporated in new and improved
products. Some very significant developments can be
expected over the next five years:

Natural language interfaces to office system
products will become generally available (rather
than available from only one or two suppliers) by
1986. Numerous other user-friendly interfaces
based on artificial intelligence research may also
be incorporated into office system products during the next five years.

Speech recognition, used both for commands and

for data/text input, with extensive vocabularies (but
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with limited Continuous-speech capability), will
become commercially available by 1987.
Devices that can recognise legible handwritingwill

become commercially available, at the price of the

During the next five years, the waysin which office
systemsare usedin large organisationswill change

keyboards of today, by 1990.

significantly. The main reason for this is the growing

text and data.

High terminal penetration

Moreoffice systems will offer imagein addition to
Content-addressable rotating memory that can be
usedfor textual databases will become generally
available by 1986. These systems, and other
developmentsin information retrieval software, will
lead to significant improvements in easy-to-use
products that can be usedto extract information
(data andtext) from large (several gigabytes) databases by 1990.

Greater integration of general-purpose office
systems software will become the norm. This
developmentwill gradually overcome some ofthe
user-interface problems associated with today s
incompatible office system packages, although
integration at the data level will take longer to
achieve. Early examplesthatillustrate this trend
include Lotus s Symphony, Ashton Tate s Framework and Peachtree Software s Decision Manager.

Monochrome flat screens will become generally
available during 1985 and 1986 as replacements
for traditional cathode ray tubes. Full-colour flat
screens will begin to appear by about 1990.

Asfar as new products are concerned, the current differences between local area netwo
rks
(LANs) andprivate automatic branch exchanges
(PABXs)will largely have disappeared through
a
process of integration by 1990.

Standards issues will become much clearer over
this period as supplier, PTT and ISO conflicts are
gradually resolved.
In addition, many of the facilities that have been
introducedinto office systems over the last few years
will mature during the next five years. In particular,
developments in the user interface both to office systems and, thereby, to data processing systems will
be improved significantly. A much clearer position on
de facto standardswill also reduce the high level of
confusion that has characterised the office systems
field in recent years.
But these developments in themselves will not
overcome the fundamental cost-benefit problems
described in Chapter 4. The waysin which office
systems are used, rather than equipmentcosts or
the specific facilities provided, will determine the
successor failure of office systems in the period

to 1990.
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penetration of terminals in offices.

The substantial increases in the numbersof personal
microcomputersin offices is now the major driving
force behind the introduction of office systems. The
rapidly falling costs of these devices in an environmentof high, and often hidden, demandfor computer
facilities means that microcomputers, together with
the more traditional data terminals, will achieve a
penetration of about oneterminal to every twooffice
staff in mostlarge organisations by 1990, or earlier.
(This compares with a typical current penetration of
about one terminal for every eight or ten office staff.)

Although personal microcomputers will be used
initially for only one or twoisolated applications, the
number andvariety of applicationsis likely to grow
once the initial systems have become established. In
particular, a high penetration of microcomputers and
data terminals will provide a highly fertile environment
for the use both of specially designed and generalPurpose office systems.
Humanfactors

So far, the use of terminals in offices has primarily
affected clerks, technically oriented professionals,
typists and some secretaries. During the next five
years, however, many of the new terminal users will
be non-technical professionals and managers. These
staff could present different and less tractable types
of problems from those encountered with less senior
or more technically oriented staff. On the other hand,
several factors will assist the acceptance ofoffice
systems by non-technical staff:

Office systems and data processing systems are
no longer regarded as being totally new or
unknown. After alll, it is likely that at least one person in ten in the office is already using a terminal
of somesort, and manywill be using home computers as well.

The problems associated with traditional data
Processing (primarily high costs and long syste
m
delivery lead times) are encouraging managers to
install microcomputers. Indeed, the momentum
behind the moveto personal microcomputersis
being provided both by technical and non-technica
l
managers. If the users have fought to have an
Office system installed, then their level of motivation to make the system succeed is likely to be very
high, whatever the merits of the system.
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Office system suppliers are putting a lot of effort
into the developmentof easy-to-use system inter-

faces. By the time large numbers of non-technical

staff begin to use office systems, products incorporating some very advancedinterfaces arelikely

to be available.

Many early office systems incorporated quite
strong controls on users (for example, by record-

ing how often each user accessed an electronic

mail system, and which messages had been read

or not read). We believe that, over the next few

years, most office system suppliers will be influencedby the early adverse user reaction to these
controls, and will modify their products accordingly.
Evolutionary phasesof office systems use

Weenvisage four main phasesin the evolutionary use
of office systems. In Phase 1, office systems are
installed to provide one or twoisolated applications,
such as spreadsheet routines or word processing,
that are used byindividuals, rather than by groups
of people working together. (Foundation Report No.
43, Managing the Microcomputer in Business,
showed that many Foundation memberswere at this
stage by mid-1984.) In Phase 2, further applications
but not
are added for individual use, possibly
sysoffice
integrated
of
form
the
in
necessarily
In
Framework.
or
Symphony
as
such
packages
tem
Phase3, specially designed office systems for group
- or departmental applications will be installed to perform specific functional activities, such as those
associated with purchasing, sales aids, or an integrated departmental budget-monitoring system.

Finally, in Phase 4, company-wide general-purpose
office systemswill be added to provide extra facilities for the large base of terminal users. Thesefacilities will typically include a standard user interface to
mainstream computer systems, store-and-forward
electronic mail, and content-addressable electronic
information retrieval facilities.

Thefour phasesin the evolutionary use of office systems are shownin Figure 5.1. Although an orderly
Figure 5.1

progression through each phaseis an appealing concept, it is not necessarily the most appropriate route
for all, or even most, large organisations. For example, several of the organisations we interviewed for
this report had installed corporate electronic mail and
electronic information retrieval facilities (which are
Phase4 activities) without having made significant
progress with Phase 2 or Phase 3 activities.
Indeed, since different groups of users will adopt
office systems at different times, most progressive
organisations are likely to have developmentsin all
four phases taking place at any one time. Over the
next five years, however, we expect that most large
organisations will be moving away from the current
environment, which is predominantly Phase 1, towards a much greater proportion of activities in
Phases 2, 3 and 4.

PLANNING THE PHYSICAL OFFICE
ENVIRONMENT
Thefive-fold increase in terminal penetration that we
believewill occur in the offices of large organisations
over the nextfive years will lead to cabling and physical environment problems on an unprecedented

scale.

The cabling problemswill lead to increasing demands
for advanced formsof local networks. Towards the
end of the 1980s, therefore, the long-predicted takeoff of local networks (probably based on a combination of LANs and data-switching PABXs)will begin.
Theinstallation of these new networksis, however,
likely to lag behind the increase in terminal penetration, since Phase 1 and Phase2 office system installations will not usually require extensive communications facilities. But as organisations begin to build
specially designed group applications and corporate
general-purpose office system facilities, a large

demand for telecommunication facilities will be
experienced.

The high penetration of terminals will also increase
the demands made on office planners. Not only must

The evolutionary phases in the use of office systems
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the working environmentbe created in such a way

as to conform with health guidelines on the use of
visual displays, but the associated wiring to each desk
must also be catered for. In the United States, there
is already evidence of an increasedinterest in the
physical consequences ofhigh terminal penetration,
particularly amongst those large organisations that
already have more than oneterminal to every five
Staff.

JUSTIFYING OFFICE SYSTEMS

There is no evidence from our research to suggest
that the justifications given for installing generalpurpose office systems will in future become any
morefirm or quantified. Indeed, the falling costs of
office systems in real terms may accelerate the trend
towards accepting qualitative justifications for many
Office systems, rather than attempting to quantify the
benefits. In some specially designedoffice system
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applications, however, cost-benefits arelikely to be
measured andachieved. Thisis particularlylikely for
Strategically important office systems, which will
become increasingly important over the next five

years.

During this period, most organisations are unlikely to
make fundamental changes in managerial and profes-

sional organisation, although a small number of
pioneers will reorganise as a result of introducing
office systems. Some of these will encounter major

resistance from the managers andprofessionals con-

cerned andwill scale down or abandon their efforts.
But a few will succeed and achieve major efficiency

benefits. If these successes occur during the next
year or two, andif they are well publicised, a relatively large number of companies may be encouraged
to adopt this approach by 1990. If this does not hap-

pen, the general realisation of the highly efficient

electronic office
further.

concept will be delayed even
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Several fundamentally important issues need to be
considered when an organisation is formulating its

strategy for office systems. The most important are:

To formulate policies for information storage,
processing and communications. Without clear
guidelines about what types of informationwill be
stored or processed (either locally or centrally),
and without a clear communications framework,
office system installations are likely to be piecemeal and subject to multiple changes. Thesepolicies are often closely associated with a shortlist
of approved suppliers.

To understand clearly the respective rolesof office
system users, user support groups, and central
service providers. (For example, will users be
allowed to modify standard general-purposeoffice
systems? If so, when? If not, who will develop the
specially designed office systems?)

To determine whether office systems will be strictly
controlled and implemented only where clear and
quantified benefits exist; whether these systems
will be allowed to spread within certain controlling
guidelines; or whether implementation will form

part of a detailed plan to achieve real benefits.

To determine whether different approaches should
be taken when investigating, justifying and installing different types of office system (namely, specially designed office systems to improve operational performance, strategically important office
systems and general-purpose office systems).

In this final chapter of the report we concentrate on
the last of these issues, and present guidelines to
assist those managers who are responsible for making decisions on key aspectsof office system strategy
and direction.

IDENTIFYING SPECIALLY DESIGNED OFFICE
SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

Office systems that are specially designed to improve
operational performance are usually limited to a
single functional area. Becauseof this, the expenditure on any oneapplication of this typeis typically
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modest, and the associated benefits are often identified quite clearly, if not always quantified.
The most importantapplications of this type can best
be identified by using a methodology which concentrates on key business objectives and the activities
associated with achieving those objectives. But the
danger in using any such methodology is that the
investigation can become overwhelmed by excessive
detail, and the needsof key functional areas can be
obscuredas a result. The benefits of office systems
designed to improve operational performance are
usually modest, thus complex and inherently expensive investigation methodologies cannotbejustified.
(The outline of an appropriate methodology, used by
Butler Cox in some of its consultancy work, is given
in Foundation Report No. 29 on page 23.)
When investigating specially designed office system
applications, four key areas need to be explored:
Look for quantifiable benefits, especially from the
early applications, to create a successful atmosphere and retain senior management support.
Generally speaking, quantifiable benefits are easier
to identify and achieve when installing specially
designed office systems than when installing

general-purpose systems.

Use modern system development tools, and combinations of office systems and mainstream computer systems, where appropriate. The boundary

between traditional data processing systems and

office systems is fast disappearing, and there is
every reasonto use the best features of each type
of system to produce the best overall solution.

Donot confine automation to the existing procedures. Modern specially designed office systems
often present opportunities to change traditional
roles. For example, in using office systemsto perform their professional activities, many professional staff are finding that it is more efficient to
carry out someofthe tasks traditionally carried out
by clerks and typists.

Examine whether (and when) specially designed
office systems will be able to make use of commongeneral-purposeoffice system facilities (such
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as electronic mail) rather than installing specially

designed applications on a piecemeal basis.

IDENTIFYING STRATEGICALLY IMPORTANT
OFFICE SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
Compared with the potentially large number of specially designed office systems, the number of strategically important ones is very small. For any one
type of organisation, there will be typically only a few
strategically important office system applications.
Identifying these applications is of crucial importance, because theywill determine which companies
succeed and which fail.

Alternatively, one or two organisations in each business sector may use office systems (and mainstream
computer systems) to create a progressive image and
to provide high levels of service. In this way, the use
of information technology may becomestrategically
important for other companies in the same sector,
even though no one application byitself is particularly significant.

Because of the needtoidentify strategically important applications at an early stage, an investigative
approach that is both imaginative and practical is
required. In essence, a methodology that focuses on
applications thatwill impact the organisation s customers is the most appropriate choice. Although
investigations of such applications can be carried out
quite quickly, the potential importance of the applicationsis such that detailed follow-up trials are often
required to confirm that strategic benefits can be
achievedin real life. This situation is usually complicated by the need to retain maximum confidentiality,
So as to minimise the value of any information that
may be obtained by a competitor.
In formulating an approach for the strategic use of
office systems, an organisation must decide whether
to adopt a technology-leader role, a technologyfollower role, or some pragmatic combination of the
two. Technology-leader organisations are those that
plan to be the first to use office systems that potentially affect customers. Technology-follower organisations do not pioneer these applications, but monitor the activities of the technology leader and plan
their own installationsin the light of the lessons learnt.

Clearly, technology leaders need to track technological developments much moreclosely, and from an
earlier stage, than technology followers. This means
that technology leaderswill have to invest in the technical and marketing expertise necessary to identify
worthwhile technologies and applications. Technology followers also haveto investin this expertise if
they are to evaluate correctly the potential for each
relevant office system application, but the investment

requiredis likely to be much lower. .
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The maturity of different types of office systems tech-

nology is an important consideration both for technology leaders and technologyfollowers.If the technology

is not yet fully developed, problems of equipment
reliability and functionality are likely to be experienced.
On the other hand, if the technology is mature, the
window of opportunity during which technology
leaders can make innovative moveswill have been
missed, because other organisations may well have
installed (or be aboutto install) similar applications.
A window of opportunity also exists for technology
followers. During this period, they can monitor the
trials of the would-be technology leader and react
rapidly if new applications threaten their business
position. By doing so, the technology follower can try
to minimise the benefits of the applications to the
technology leader and may even overtake the leader
in terms of the impact made on customers.

Technological maturity, however, is not the only
important factor to consider when pursuing an apparently worthwhile sales-oriented or marketing-oriented
application. The readiness of customers to accept
technological changesis also a key consideration.
This level of acceptance will vary between industries
and between different technologies.

The mostimportant quality necessary in any team of
people who haveto decide on the strategic use of
office systemsis an ability to assess technological
maturity and the optimum timing of any innovative
technology-based moves that affect customers.
Indeed, if a would-be technology leader gets either
of these factors wrong, an opportunity maywell exist
for a technology follower to learn from the mistakes
made, and so take a decisiveinitiative.

PLANNING FOR GENERAL-PURPOSE OFFICE
SYSTEMS
The widespread use of general-purpose office systems is difficult to cost-justify. However, systems of
this type can provide the basis for a fundamental
rationalisation programme aimed at both achieving
the theoretical benefits of office systems andeliminating long-established inefficiencies.

To achieve these changes, organisations must inves-

tigate and plan not only for individual office system
applications but also for a fundamental reorganisation of company structures. The methodologythat is
best suited to these objectives is based ona detailed
activity analysis of managers, professionals and supportstaff, leading to a reorganisation plan. This plan

should concentrate on reductions in the numbers of

managers and professionals and the resulting
reorganisation of work procedures and responsibilities over a three-to five-year period. The plan should
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be reviewed and updated annually to make
allowancesfor achievements during the previous year
and any important changes in the organisational

environment. (Some of the most advanced activity
analysis methodologies have been developed and
used by the Omni Group in the United States.)

When installing general-purpose office systems as
part of an overall rationalisation plan, a pragmatic
approach can be used to overcome manyofthe problems that have been experienced in the past. We
recommend the following guidelines:

Install at an early stage obvious applications (such
as word processing) and simple specially designed
office systems for use by professionals, in order
to obtain early cost-benefits, gain experience and
increase terminal penetration, thereby minimising
critical-mass problems.

Encourage the use of multifunction devices, such
as personal microcomputers, within guidelines
designed to avoid the use of incompatible
products. This approachwill both increasethe level
of user understanding of office systems and
increase terminal penetration (so minimising possible criticalmass problems).

Build up an early infrastructure of multifunction
devices for secretaries and typists, so that all
important documents that may need to be referred
to in future are captured in electronic form. This
approach can often be cost-justified, at least in
part, by reductionsin the workload on centralised
typing facilities. Although only the word processing facilities may be usedinitially, the multifunction devices will allow other office systems, such
as electronic mail and electronic information
retrievalfacilities, to be added later without major
equipment changes. This approach also. will
increase terminal penetration, so helping to
minimise critical-mass problems.

Establish common systems before they are
needed, to avoid delays and user frustration later
on. For instance, inter-site electronic mail facilities,
communication interfaces andlinksto telex, teletex and phototypesetters can all be installed at a
very early stage. Some facilities, such as a standard user interface to computer systems, local networks, interpersonal electronic mail and information retrieval facilities, can logically be installed
later, but should, nevertheless, be tested and ready
for installation as soon asthere is a critical mass
of potential users.

When planninginstallations that require a critical
mass of users (such aselectronic mail and messaging systems), make use of the existing terminal basebyinstalling these facilities first for existing terminal users; and identify groups of staff who
share common information sources and regularly
communicate with each other.
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Phasethe office system installations to match
technological developments. This approach will
minimise the likelihood of using underdeveloped
or inappropriate technology in trying to achieve
desired objectives. For example, the use of microform technology together with electronic information storage in an attemptto eliminate paper from
an office environmentis likely to be inappropriate
and frustrating to use.

Carry outthe rationalisation plan gradually in the
form of logical reorganisational steps. This
approach should, as far as possible, allow relevant
office systems to become established before each
reorganisation takes place. Personnel motivation
is a key ingredient in these reorganisations, particularly at managementlevels. For example, if the
manager in a department has been promoted as
a result of the rationalisation, he or she will usually
be highly motivated to make the reorganisation
work once new work-patterns have becomeestablished. Step-by-step reorganisations also hold the
promise of providing an ongoing source of costjustification, so minimising the cumulative costs of
the total office systems programme at any particular time.

Organisations that carefully plan to realise benefits
from all types of office systems are much morelikely
to achieve success than organisationsthat rely only
on guidelines to implementoffice systems, with little
emphasis on real benefits.

SUMMARY OFTHE KEY ISSUES

The useof office systems is now well enough established for Foundation members to have a clear understanding of the key issues thatwill influencethis field
over the next few years.
Specially designedoffice systems will be used on an
application-by-application basis, with modest cost
savings or other benefits being achieved.

A limited number of strategically importantoffice systemswill be installed, mainly by companiesin highly
competitive markets, where these systems will be an
important factor in determining which companies succeed and which onesfail.

General-purpose office systems, such as word
processing, electronic mail, and electronic information storage andretrieval will become widely used

over the next five years, providing additional facilities to a large installed base of personal microcom-

puters and data terminals. Most of these systemswill
notbe cost-justified but will be regarded as organisational overheads, like telephone systems are today.
As the costsof office systems fall in real terms, this
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approach will become progressively more attractive
and, in reality,it is an obvious easy option that avoids

the difficulties associated with achieving quantifiable

benefits.

In our view, this approach is misguided. Although the
costs even oflarge office system installations will not
be verysignificant in terms of the total annual expenditure incurred by large organisations, the easy
option approachis very short-sighted. In the medium
term, competitive pressures from those companies
that have achieved major rationalisation using office
systems, or from government financial constraints,
will often lead to hasty andill-considered expenditure
cuts and organisational changes.

Office systems have now reached level of both
technological and price maturity whererealistic plans
can be madetoexploit their real potential. The key
to this potentiallies in a fundamental change in the
way work is donein offices. To achieve this change,
organisations mustinvestigate and plan notonly for
individual office system applications but also for a
fundamental reorganisation of companystructures.
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In particular, detailed plans must be madeto reduce

the numbers of managers and professionals and to
reorganise work procedures and responsibilities over
a three- to five-year period.
By adopting this radical approach, organisationswill
be able to realise manyofthe theoretical benefits of
an electronic office environment in a controlled way,
and at a pacethat will avoid most of the traumas
associated with rapid change. A reduction of more
than 20 per cent in managerial and professional costs
will be possible for most large organisations that
adopt this approach.

The next five years is a crucial periodin the office

systems field. Between now and 1990, mostorganisations will drift towards the widespread use of
office systems, relying on a few rules and guidelines
to control the installations. But some organisations
will investigate andclearly identify key opportunities,
and set out boldly to achieve major benefits. Each
Organisation must choosefor itself which approach

to follow.
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APPENDIX
CASE HISTORIES

The nine casehistories reported in this appendix have

been chosen, from the 25 interviews carried out during our research, to illustrate the approaches adopted
by someleading usersof office systems, both in the
United States and in Europe. In carrying out the interviews for these case histories, we used a standard
questionnaire guide that included questions on:
The organisation, its business, the number of
employees, and the level of use of information
technology.

tThe office systems hardware and software being
used.

Theusersofoffice systems by type ofstaff (such
as executives, managers, professionals or secretaries).

The applications for which office systems were
being used.
The reasonsfor installing office systems.

Cost-justification and qualitative justification.
The benefits achieved from office systems.

Organisationalor job changesresulting from office
system installations.
Training and education efforts.
Problems experienced.

Office systems strategy.

Future office system plans, and any constraints on
these plans.
Future plans for organisational change.

In preparing the casehistories, we have focused on
the use of office systems by managers and professionals and have noted the important messages
emerging from each organisation's experiences with
these systems. Comments on the impact of office
systems on organisational structures have been
included, even wheretheinterviewee did not consider
this to be significant.

In terms of equipmentinstalled, the scale of office
systems in the United States case histories is much
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larger than those found in the European casehistories. This difference reflects the much greater use
that is being madeofoffice systems by some organisationsin that country. Our research indicates, however, that the types of application being used, and
the level of understanding aboutoffice systems, are
not as advancedin the United States as the differencein the sizes of office system installation might
suggest. Indeed, some of the most clear-sighted and
knowledgeable comments made during our research
came from European managers, rather than from
their American counterparts.

AT&T COMMUNICATIONS
This case history highlights some of the difficulties
that can be experienced asoffice systems become
widespread and user demands for morefacilities
increase.
In the United States, AT&T Communications is the
AT&T companythat handles the supply and sales of
long distanceinternational communicationsservices.
The company employs more than 100,000 people,
some 40,000 of whom areoffice staff. As is usual with
an organisation of this size, it has many computers
at various locations, including seven major data centres with large IBM or Amdahl mainframes, 14 DEC
VAX 780 machines and over 2,000 microcomputers.

Electronic messaging system

The largest office system application is electronic
messaging, for which more than 8,000 terminals are
connected on a dial-up basis to an electronic messaging store-and-forward system based on the VAX
780s. About 90 per cent of the electronic message
system users are middle managers and professionals
(excluding engineers, technicians and supervisors).
Of these, more than half are marketing managers and
sales staff. This group also constitutes the majority

of the 1,000-plus homeor portable terminal users of

the service.

The sales and marketing staff make extensive use of
electronic messaging to improve communications
across different time zones and widespread geogra-
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phic locations. For example, new product or price
announcements and monthly revenue and variance
reporting are often sent via electronic messaging. The

marketing department wasthe main advocateof the

system in the early days whenit wasnot easy to costjustify its use. By identifying qualitative benefits, by
being prepared to pay for the service, and by pressing hardfor its introduction, the marketing department
wasthe driving force behind this very widespread
electronic messaging system (which was due to
expand to 22,000 users by the end of 1984).
Benefits identified

The qualitative benefits that were identified during
appraisal of the system included:

A reduction in telephone tag , the familiar situation where about three out of every four telephone
calls failed to reach the intended recipient, who
then called back only to find that the original caller
was unavailable, and so on.

The removalof excusesfor inaction either because

of an inability to contact a person, or of not having received a message. The system reports the
receipt of a message, and this factor alone has
sharpened up the sales environment.

Earlier access to information by managers (particularly if they can access the system from home).
Managers now havebetter control because they
can sometimesintervene before actions are carried out, rather than complaining afterwards. This
is particularly important in the sales area, where
special deals often are negotiated with large customers.
Thedevelopmentof a less formal communications
culture. The electronic messaging system saves
time when compared with the formality that had
becomeacceptedfor letters and memos. (A cryptic note is acceptable when sent via electronic
messaging, whereasa letter is often sent back to
the typist if one or two words are misspelt.)

A reduction in the number of telephoneinterruptions. Marketing and sales managers can now deal

with their mail at a convenienttime. This leads to
a significant improvementin time management.

Although the telephoneis still the dominant form of
communication within AT&T, electronic messaging
has become established as the norm for sending
short messages that do not require an immediate

reply; and also for distributing the same message to

several people (for example, to sales staff who are
at different locations).
Training and support

A central group of 25 staff has been established to
provide training and to develop and administer the
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electronic messaging system. In addition, usercoordinators have been set up in each of the major
user departments(or regions) to provide an ongoing
interface between users and the central group. Formal training seminars last half a day and are modular in nature, so that specific requirements for elec-

tronic messaging, text editing and other features can

be tailored to individual requirements. Videotapeis
used extensively duringthis training as well as handson experience. Experiments with interactive videodisc

training are being carried out.

The early electronic messaging users required considerably more training and encouragement than
more recent users. This change is due to the pressure now being exerted on individuals to use the system. As a result, the percentage of infrequent users
of the system is now much smaller (less than 10 per
cent). The elimination of terminal sharing has also
contributed to this improvement.
Problems encountered

The major problem experiencedin setting up the electronic messaging system related to the control of user
demand once the system had become accepted as
a common form of communication. In particular,
potential users were obtaining microcomputers and
then demanding immediate access to the electronic
messaging system. Compatibility became a major
strategic problem. In addition, as the number of electronic messaging users increased (and continues to
increase rapidly, from 8,000 to 22,000 this year), the
demands for a continually improving service have
been difficult to meet. Limitations in the text editing
facilities on the system havealso led to complaints.
The approach adoptedis for word processing facilities to be provided on local personal computers or

word processors, rather than by the VAX-based elec-

tronic mail system. This means that many current
users will not have word processing facilities until
their regular terminals can be upgradedto personal
computers. As this happens, AT&T has recognised
the needto tailor applications to meetindividual user
and user-group requirements, in addition to providing general-purpose facilities such as electronic
messaging.

Future developments

Future plans for office systems in AT&T Communi-

cations include:

A one-to-one ratio of terminals to managers and
professionals.
A move away from regular terminals towards
microcomputers that provide local processing

facilities as well as accessto the central electronic

messaging systems.
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Useof artificial intelligence techniques both to
improve the user interface to office systems and
to make the systems moreproactive, rather than
reactive.

Further developmentin business graphicsfacilities.

Local slide production and presentation facilities
based on personal computers.

All these developmentswill take place under the overall umbrella of a Unix environment.

Organisational impact

Other than changesin secretarial and typing support,
there has so far been no significant organisational
change in AT&T Communications as a result of the
introduction of office systems.

STANDARD OIL
This case history shows how a major oil company has
installed general-purpose office systems, such as
information retrieval and electronic messaging, both
for established terminal users and for first-time terminal users.
Standard Oil (Amoco)is one of the big international
oil companies, employing some 44,000 employeesin
the United States. The company uses a large and
sophisticated range of IBM-compatible computers,
including two Amdahl 5680 mainframes, two IBM
3083 machines and two IBM 3033 computers. These
machines, and many other smaller computers, which
are locatedatdifferent sites in the United States, are
linked together by an SNA network using IBM 3704
and 3705 controllers.

Profs system installed

The company has been using a forerunner of the IBM
Profs system in its production research facility in Tulsa
since 1977. Until 1981, membersof the researchstaff
worked with IBM onthe early development ofthe system, but they now use a slightly modified form of
Profs. By mid-1984, there were more than 2,000 users
of the system, only 10 per cent of whom hadto share
a terminal. The users are located at five main sites
in the United States, and communication facilities
have been established for all authorised users working under VM/CMS on the SNA network. Displaywriters in two word processingcentresare also linked
into the Profs system to make large documents available to users.
This substantial Profs installation was achieved in two

ways:

Byproviding Profs facilities (documentcreation,

electronic mail, keyword-based information re-
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trieval, calendars, telephonedirectories, and short
message facilities) to existing terminal users. The
majority (about 80 per cent) of the users fall into
this category.
Byproviding Profs facilities to users in specific

areas whohad not previously used terminals, but

who would benefit from the general-purpose
facilities. The remainder of the usersfall into this
category.
The main approach used was to select business
areas which corresponded to one or the other of
these two categories, and wherea relatively senior
manager wasidentified as a technology champion .
Using this high-level supporter, the installation
process in most cases proceeded smoothly. A clear
tendency for downward migration of technological
enthusiasm was observed.
Profs users are mainly professional staff (about 60
per centof the total), with secretarial assistants making up most of the remainder. A small number of middle and senior managers also use the system. Most
of the professional users also employ end-user computing facilities on one or more of the mainframe
computers. Report generation, financial modelling
and spreadsheets are the most frequently used enduser computing facilities.

Training and support

Before a new user is provided with Profsfacilities,
he or she attends two half-day in-house introductory
training courses. Advancedtraining courses for specific applications are then arranged as necessary.
Classroom training sessions and self-study manuals
are now being supplemented by an experimental
computer-based training facility. Three staff at the
Chicago headquarters carry out Profs training, and
there is also onetrainer available at each of the four
largest sites where Profs is used. Six technical staff
work on user support and technical enhancements
for the system.
Benefits identified

Standard Oil used outside consultants to evaluate the
benefits of its Profs installation. The overall findings
were that the cost-savings that could be identified
(due to staff savings, the ability to cope with an
increased workload, and other financial savings) were
about equal to the costs of the Profs system. This
justification was helped by the fact that, in many
cases, the existing 3270-type terminals had already
been justified for specific computing applications.
Qualitative benefits were also recognised by many
users. These benefits included a reductionin the time
required to complete specific projects, an improvementin the quality of written output, an improvement
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in the responsetime to senior managementrequests,
and a decrease in the number ofinterruptions during the working day.
In some areas, specific and very important qualitative benefits have been achieved. For example, in
1981 Profs facilities were installed in the Public and
Government Affairs Department s offices at the
Chicago headquarters and eight main field locations
in the United States. One of this department s key
activities is to gather information, evaluate it and provide a corporate response to questions from the
mediaor legislative bodies. By using Profs, the staff
are now able to record responses that can then be
accessed by other company locations. In this way,
the likelihood of different responses being given to
the same question can be reducedsignificantly. This
is particularly important because conflicting answers
can create problems out of all proportion to the
importance of the original question.
Problems encountered

The Profs installation has had a very high level of
acceptance amongst the users. This may be due to
the technically experienced user-base, or it may be
due to the top-down commitment approach. Both
factors probably had a positive impact. The major
problem experienced was a lack of enthusiasm
among some senior managers for technological
developmentsthat did not have a clearly quantified
financial pay-off. Another area of concern was doubt
about IBM s long-term commitment to Profs. This
worry has been reduced by IBM s movesto incorporate Profs in its strategic DIA/DCA architecture.

Future developments

Between 80 and 90 per cent of the electronic mail
traffic is between users within the same department
or working group, and usually these are on the same
site. For this reason, Standard Oil plansto install local
area networks with gateways to the inter-site SNA
network. This will reduce significantly the volume of
wide-area traffic that is currently associated with the
Profs electronic mail system (the mainframe is often
at a remote location). The companyis also carrying
outtrials by linking Wang office systemsinto the Profs

A MULTINATIONAL PHARMACEUTICALS
COMPANY
This case history shows how readily a voice-messag-

ing system can be adopted by users who havea real
requirement that is met by the system.

A large multinational pharmaceuticals company
based in the United States employs some 2,500office
staff at its head office. The penetration of terminals
in the head office is modest, consisting of some 400
data processing terminals and about 30 word processors. The major office system application has been
the use of a VMX store-and-forward voice-messaging
system which is used to improve communications
with the sales force.

VMX voice-messaging system installed

The VMX system currently is used by over 1,000staff,
about 800 of whom arein the salesforce or salesforce

management. The main rationale for this system is

thatit enables a consistent message to bedelivered
quickly to a widely dispersed sales organisation, in
an environment where time zones can leave a narrow time-window during which communication is possible (and socially acceptable). Voice messaging has
been found to work very well for the sales and marketing functions.

Benefits identified

When the VMX system wasfirst installed in 1981, the
savings due toits introduction were evaluated. This
study showedsignificant reductions in sales-related
telephone costs, and the number of meetings was
also reduced. Since then, no further evaluation has
been carried out because the system has become
accepted as an effective communications tool.

As the use of the system has matured, several unfore-

seen benefits have emerged. For example, sales staff
can no longer claim that they have not received a
message, becausethe receiptis logged by the VMX
system. This has led to a much more responsive
moodin the sales force generally. Also, the relative
informality of the medium has reduced the need for
formal correspondence, andsales staff queries can

be handled in a much shorter time. The main limita-

system. New users are expected to be added at the
rate of about 10 per cent of the existing user base

tion of the system is that voice is not a suitable

Organisational impact

Training

each year.

By mid-1984, Standard Oil had not experienced any
significant organisational change as a result of its
Profs installation. A reduction in the number (and
proportion) of middle managersin the corporationis
expected, however, as developments are consolidated over the next few years.
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medium for communicating detailed or complexinformation.

The price of the VMX system (about $300 per user)
wasconsideredinsignificant when compared with the
total cost of the selling function. Training costs also
werevery low (consisting only of the supplier's standard training). As the use of the system became
universal amongst the salesforce, there was a con-
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siderable incentive to learn how to useit, and no
major user-acceptance problem was experienced

Future developments

Further improvements in salesforce communications
are currently being examined. These studies centre
on terminal communications (either portable or homebased)so that the salesperson can atany timeinterrogate customer or product information bases. This
type of facility will also allow answersto urgent queries from doctors (for example, on productsafety) to
be communicated much more quickly.
The system has been so successful in salesforce
applications that the companyplans within the next
two years to extend the voice-mail facility to all its
office staff.
Organisational impact

In summary, the VMX system has been adopted by
the sales force with remarkably few problems and
has become oneof the major tools for communication between the sales force, sales management and
head office staff. No organisational change has been
made asa result ofinstalling the voice-messaging

system.

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST
This case historyillustrates how one large American
bank hasbuilt electronic messaging and decision support facilities on an established (and growing) base

of terminal users.

Manufacturers Hanover Trust (MHT) has some 30,000
employees, 10,000 of whom are professional, frontoffice staff. At the company s headquarters there are
a large number of IBM mainframe computers, including eight 308X machines and many 4300s. In addition, the retail banking operations make extensive use
of NCR machines. About 6,000 of the professional
population at corporate headquarters have access to
the 4,000 terminals that have been installed.

Mainstream computer developments are provided
through four independent data processing divisions
serving respectively retail banking, wholesale banking, securities and corporate departments. In addition, there are four centralised technology-related divisions that serve the whole of MHT. These divisions
are telecommunications, standards (for systems
development), architecture and technical staff services (which deals with office automation, decision
support and administrative services).

Various office systems installed

The major office systems at MHT are electronic messaging, word processing and timesharing decision
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support systems. The Multi-Cometelectronic messaging system has 5,000 managerial and professional
users worldwide (the vast majority of whom arein the
United States) and operatesvia dial-up lines to three
PDP 11/70 minicomputers, one of which acts as a
standby machine. About two-thirds of the electronic
messaging users also use their terminal for some
other purpose (mainly decision support or word
processing).
There are also approximately 1,000 word processing
workstations attached to Wang OIS or VS machines,
used mainly by typists and secretaries. (Historically,
a 20 per centproductivity increase was achieved by
the introduction of word processing.)
In addition, about 1,200 managers and professional
staff access decision support facilities provided by
three DEC System 20/60 machines. These facilities
include financial analysis and modelling, database
access and report generation facilities. Some 600
personal computersare alsoinstalled, and these are
used mainly for running word processing and spreadsheet packages and for accessing electronic messaging and selected other services (such as word
processing and decision support) through a proprietary MHT wide-area network called Geonet.
Geonetlinks MHT operations in 16 countries, using
packet-switching technology to support both voice
and data communications.

The use of end-user computingfacilities as an alternative to traditional system developmentis also quite
advanced at MHT, where more than 1,000 users have
each developed at least one program using Basic,
APL or Focus. Typically, these users are financial
analysts, economists and credit officers.

Electronic messaging

Electronic messagingstartedin late-1979 with a small
pilot system ofsix users within the office automation
group. They chose the Comet electronic messaging
service at the time because of its ease of use and
low entry costs. (See Foundation Report No. 17, Electronic Mail, for a description of Comet.) Thepilot system was expanded quickly to a selected group of 30
users at three managementlevels located in differentoffices across New YorkCity. For this technologyoriented group, the 30 users represented a critical
mass and the system wasreadily adopted. There was
a low drop-out rate even at this early stage, due
largely to peer pressure to use the system.

This type of exercise was then repeated using another
group of amenable users, again aiming at person-toperson communication for a critical mass of professionals in a working group. By selecting critical-mass
groupsin this way, the office automation team was
able to expand the system in discrete stages before
beginning to link the individual groups together to
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form a critical mass for the use of electronic messaging by the whole organisation. (Groups who
worked together but were separated geographically
or by time zones, such as newly formedtaskforces,
typically were selectedfirst.)
Bylate-1980 more than 500 staff were using the electronic messaging system. The corporatecritical mass
was reached early in 1981 with about 600 or 700
users. This milestone was recognised by the sudden
and heavy me too user demand that was experienced. The demandto use the system was so heavy

that it persisted even though the cost of the service

was charged backto users, unlike other data processing services, which are treated as corporate
overheads.

By mid-1984 morethan 5,000 people were using the
electronic messaging service (20 per cent of whom
were using portable terminals). Some 4,000 users
make regular use of the system, logging on twice a
day on average for a total of seven minutes, and each
sending about seven messages per day. Each message is sent on average to 2.7 people.
The electronic messaging culture at MHT has built
up around short, often cryptic messages that are sent
as frequently to colleagues within the same building
as to colleagues at remote locations. Staff now often
resent receiving telephonecalls that are not urgent
and could have been sent by electronic mail
they
havestarted telling the callers so, thereby reinforcing the new culture. (This phenomenon became widespread at about 2,000 users.)

Benefits of electronic messaging

Early attempts to quantify the benefits of electronic
messaging concentrated on asking users how much
time (if any) the service saved them. The results
showed that the average estimated time-saving was
37 minutes per day per user. This exercise wasdiscontinued becauseit was overwhelmed bythe rapidly
expanding user demands. By 1984, the electronic
messaging service was regarded as a valuable mode
of communication, and qualitative benefits have
become by far the most important. These benefits
include:
A reduction in telephoneinterruptions, leading to
more effective work management.

A reduction in the time wasted becauseof telephonetag .

A reduction in the time required to type and check
formal internal correspondence. (Electronic messages are usually short and often grammatically
incorrect. They are accepted, nevertheless, in a
waythat an incorrect memoor letter would not be.)
MHTestimates that the amount oftyping done by
secretaries fell by as much as 50 per cent in
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some areasas a direct result of the introduction
of electronic messaging.

Problems of electronic messaging

The problems associated with the introduction of
electronic messaging included:

There were fears about the security of the Comet
bureau service that wasinitially used. (Comet
served many other companies, including competitors, and there was a fear of a security leak
though such a leak was never detected.)

About $500,000 was spent on the system before
formal management approval was obtained. (An
easy thing to do once demand built up.)

There were a few drop-outs from the system (five
per centof the total). This was particularly noticeable as the early expansion in numbers (200 to 500
users) began to take place.

A capacity problem wasexperiencedin late 1983
when another PDP machine hadto be installed to
meet demand.
Small pockets of non-standard electronic mail services have developed as non-standard office
products have been purchased locally.

Support team

The support team dealing with electronic mail and
decision support consists of only five staff. This low
level has been maintained by setting Multi-Comet as
the corporate electronic mail standard and supporting only DEC, IBM and Wang deviceson the system.
If users purchase other products, they have to
arrange for an interface both to MultiComet and to
the decision support systems.

Future developments

Several changes are being planned for the future,
including:
Promoting the IBM PCasthefirst-choice terminal.
Thiswill allow the office automation group (and the
users)to tailor applications to meetindividual or
group needs.

Improvements in the business graphics available

on the decision support service.

Useof in-house videotex to provide a

bulletin-

board for in-house publishing. This will be
accessed both through existing and new terminals.

Possible developmentsin image storage and video
conferencing.

The continuing expansion of IT installations (as
described above)could, however, beinhibited by two
main factors:
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Technical integration problems caused by an
inability to assimilate new technological changes
into existing services.

Delaysin resolving the arguments in favour of central control versus those of free innovation by

users. The signs arethat the controls will be guidelines rather than detailed constraints, and that
MHTwill continue to be a pioneer.

Organisational impact

In terms of the impact on the organisational structure, the widespread use of office systems at MHT
has not led to significant changes. Other than
changesin the organisation of secretarial and typing support, no organisational change in user areas
has been attributed to the use of office systems.

ABBEYLIFE

This case history illustrates how an office system,
based on portable computers, can be used to complement a mainstream business application based on
a mainframe computer.
AbbeyLife, a subsidiary of ITT, was formed in 1962
and has since becomeoneofthe topten life assurance companiesin the United Kingdom, while remaining a relatively small company with about 4,000
employees. The company s main activities are life
assurance and pensions.

A major element in the company s success has been
the introduction of unit-linked assurance (life assurance combinedwith long-term investment funds), a
strategy which has been adopted both by more estab-

lished competitors and by the 20 to 30 assurance

companies formed in the United Kingdom during the
last 20 years.

A high proportion of Abbey Life s employees (more
than 60 per cent) are field staff, with nearly 2,000
being insurancesales staff (called associates). This
high proportion of direct selling staff reflects the
importance ofthe selling activity to the company. The

main taskof the sales staff is to generate new busi-

only 25 per cent of sales are madeto existness
ing clients. The insurance products sold are highly
specialised and quite complex. Organisationally, the
sales staff are controlled through local branches.

AbbeyLife also sells its services through some 1,500

independent brokers in the United Kingdom. These

brokers can select from services provided by several
insurance companies.
Sales support systems developed

Until 1980, sales information was processed manually. Central computing facilities handled administra-
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tive routines, but the majority of procedures at the
branches were based on forms and card indexes.
Time delays of up to five weeks in processing new
policies were normal, with a consequent impact both
on managementinformation and control, and on the
service to customers. As a consequence, AbbeyLife
decided to introduce new systems, andthe following
requirements were established to overcome the
problems associated with the manual systems:
Systems must have capacity for growth and
change without organisational expansion.

More effective management control through
improved information flow must be achieved.

Once-only input and easy access to data are
essential.

An improved service to customers, in terms of
both timing and quality of information, must be
provided.

Since 1980, two systems (knownas Aladin and Lamp)
have been developed for use in sales to meet these
requirements.

The Aladin system
Aladin (Abbey Life assurancedistribution information
network) is a mainframe system based on an IBM
3083 and 200 dumb terminals located in the head
office in Bournemouth and at 270 branchofficesin
the United Kingdom. The extensive facilities provided
by the system include:
Customer quotations for different policies.

Underwriting enquiries (including a special branch
enquiry facility for non-standard underwriting risks).

New policy details.

Policy surrender details.

ldentification of servicing (repeat) opportunities
(such as renewal on the maturity dates of policies).
Existing policy details (enquiry facilities).
Details of funds.

|Interface with the billing systems.

Sales management information which can be
analysed by various factors, including product,
salesman, branch, and type of customer.

The system is very large and quite complex, with
extensive on-line checks and editing facilities. It handles approximately 15,000 new business policies
every 20 days, with enquiries for quotations amounting to several times this figure.

The system has proved to be very successful. Since

its introduction the company has handled 25 per cent
more business without any need to increase head-
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quarters staff. A two-day service standard has been

introduced, with 75 per cent of business being turned

round on the same day (and 90 per cent within two
days). The quality of management information has
also improved, allowing improved management
control.

The Lamp system

The Lamp (life assurance marketing package) system is a stand-alone, portable-microcomputer application based on Epson HX20 devices and specially
developed software. The objectives for this applica-

tion were:

To complementthe information facilities of Aladin,
with information produced immediately for the
customer.

To enhance both the status of the sales staff
(associates) and their sales presentation to customers.

Toreducepossible errors in calculations provided
by associates when making a sales presentation.

To provide updated productinformation quickly to
sales staff.

A range of programs was developed, covering both
concept programs (for example, life cover plans and
capital insurance plans) and product quotations(for
life, mortgage with life, pensions, etc.). These were
tailored so that they provided back-up to the sales
presentation as well as hard-copy outputtailored for

each customer's insurance requirements. They were

intended to demonstrate to potential customers the

mitting two-way information flow of policy details,
quotations and enquiries.

A SENIOR MANAGEMENT OFFICE SYSTEM
PILOT TRIAL
This casehistory is a composite of two organisations
westudied during the research for this report. It is
presented anonymously so as not to embarrass the
organisations concerned, and it highlights some of
the dangers associated with installing office systems
for use by senior managers. For this reason some
of the details have been changed, and the experiencesof other organisations we have researched during the past few months have also been incorporated.
In late 1982, the data processing departmentofthis
medium-sized organisation in the United Kingdom put
forward a proposal to its computer steering committee to carry out an office automation pilottrial. After
several months of discussing variousalternatives, it
was agreed that the facilities provided should be

based on 12 multifunction terminals linked bya local

area network with the potential to connectinto the
company s mainframe computer. It was also agreed
that six senior managers andtheir secretaries should
take partin the first pilot trial. The equipment chosen
was, at the time, one of the leading products on the
market. The system facilities included:
Electronic mail.

Word processing.

benefits of insurance matched to the individual s

Electronic diary and appointments scheduling.

The cost of development was met by the company.
However, the associates themselves were expected
to buy the briefcase terminal from the company (at

Anelectronic spreadsheet.

requirements.

a slight discountfrom list price). The application was

launched with a short video presentation (which was
distributed to the branches). More than 25 per cent
of the sales staff have bought a microcomputer in the
two years since it was introduced. The training
needed was minimal. Update information is provided
on cassettes when required, and this information is
totally compatible with the Aladin system. No organisational change resulted from the use of the Lamp

system.

The company s management considers thatthe intro-

duction of portable terminals has provided a success-

ful presentation aid for sales staff. The results, in

terms of new business, have been encouraging.

Future developments
There is still considerable scope for expanding the
AbbeyLife systems, however, particularly bylinking
portable terminals to the mainframe and thereby per-
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Access to the telex system.

Access to the mainframe computer using an
enquiry language.

The six senior managers who took partin the pilot
trial were selected for two main reasons. First, they
were eager to take part (in contrast to some other
senior managers whowere sceptical). Second, it was

believed that a successful pilottrial at a senior level

would make subsequentinstallations more acceptable to all managers who would then understand the
issues more clearly. This top-down strategy was
seen as the key to a successful step-by-step
approach to the electronic office of the future .
No formal justification exercise was carried out and

no organisational change was made, but the data
processing manager expectedthat a saving in mana-

gers time of at least 10 per cent would bepossible.
This saving would be reflected in the managers
having more time to make important decisions, so

improving the overall quality of managerial performance. The viewsof thosetaking part in the pilot
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trial would be obtained by carrying out interviews with
them at three-month intervals during the first year.

pany employs some 1,600 office staff and spends
about £3.2 million per annum on computer-based sys-

Early in 1983, two systems analysts were given the
responsibility for organising a one-day management
training course. In addition, the six secretaries were
sent on the supplier's standard two-day training

also has responsibility for office systems) is organised
ona central basis reporting to a group systems director. (The staff and equipment are split between the
London and Kingstonoffices.) The current computers
include an IBM-compatible NAS Hitachi mainframe
running under the VMS operation system, five Wang
VS 100 computers supporting about 200 terminals,
and about 30 Wang PCs.

course. Thisinitial training was considered to be quite

successful, although some managers and some
secretaries found parts of the system difficult to learn.
Despite follow-up training during the next few weeks,
these difficulties were not entirely resolved.
During the first month of the pilot trial several other
problems were experienced. With the exception of
two managers who (together with their secretaries)
had established text editing and diary routines, the
system wasnot used to any great extent. The equipment had a number of teething problems. And there
was a feeling of anticlimax and disappointment
amongst the users.
This feeling becameincreasingly prevalent during the
next few months, when delays in providing access
to information on the mainframe computer led to
increasing frustration. Even when information was
transferred, the managers complained of unsuitable
formats or incomprehensible listings. Their attempts
to use the spreadsheet facility typically were shortlived and short-tempered. Telex was used only by
secretaries. A lack of critical mass both for the electronic mail and diary scheduling systems became

evident.

Pressure was exerted on the data processing
manager to increase thelevel of support and to provide ad hoc reports on demand. But the system
gradually fell into disuse after an initial period of
experimentation and increasing disillusion. After six
months, four of the managers terminals were
removed, the remaining terminals being used (mainly
by secretaries) for word processing and simple selective text retrieval. Alternative equipment andalternative pilot areas are now being considered, but
progress is expected to be slow.

STEWART WRIGHTON

This case history provides an example of an organisation with traditional mainframe systems andrelatively few word processors that has in the last few
years moved towards a decentralised approach with

very clear ideas on the development of office
systems.

Stewart Wrightonis a large firm of insurance brokers
basedin the United Kingdom in London and Kingstonupon-Thames. The United Kingdom turnover is
approximately £75 million per annum and the com-
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tems. The 80-strong computer department (which

Office systemsinstalled

The insurance broking business requires mixed word
processing and data processing applications, and the
company s approach to office systems reflects this
underlying requirement. The mainframe computer
(which is being phased out) is now used primarily to
run the company s financial systems and, in recent
years, the Wang VS computers have increasingly
been usedto run all the front-end administration systems (risk and claims analyses, quotations, correspondence, etc.). The Wang-based systems are used
primarily by clerical staff to perform these specific
business-related activities, although secretaries also
use the systems for word processing. Professional
staff in the finance and systems departments use the
Wang PCsfor word processing, spreadsheet applications (using Lotus 1-2-3) and (to a lesser extent)
diary management systems.

Local communications are based on a Wangnet system (a broadband local area network). A trial system
using Wang s wide area system network has been
implemented between the offices in London and
Kingston-upon-Thames.
Office systems strategy

The key elements of the company s office systems
strategy are:
To develop business-related systems (many of
which are integrated data/text systems) using the
Wang VS 100 machines. General-purposeoffice
systems such as word processing, electronic messaging, spreadsheets and diary systems will be
built to support these business-related systems.

Totransfer clerical activities away from clerks and
towards professional staff (brokers) in three stages.
In the first stage, clerks who used to serve individual business areas (such as shipping, aviation
or construction) were centralised and provided
with Wang terminals. This move has provided substantial benefits in terms of staff savings. In the
second stage, thesestaff will revert to serving their
individual business areas. In the third stage,
brokers increasingly will be encouraged to carry
out their administration activities on the system
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and to discontinue the use of manual pro forma
procedures. (The unwillingness of brokers to do
this is seen as a major potential problem.)

Tojustify the installation of office systems on two
competitive criteria
the service provided to cus-

tomers and theunit costof a business transaction.

(Although individual benefits and isolated savings
may be important, they are evaluated against
these two main criteria.)

Toinvolve users and to gain senior management
support. These elements are considered to be of
prime importance, as indicated by the significant
education andtraining programmewhich includes
three-day executive familiarisation courses (case
studies and hands-on experience); job rotation
between junior brokers and the computer department; in-house word processingtraining; personal
computers for any manager (or senior professional) who requests the use of one
regardless
of the justification; and a team ofuptofive staff
who currently answer some 200 enquiries and
requests for assistance per month.

To encourage end users to develop manyof their
own systems using application generators and
prototyping where appropriate. As a result of these
developmenis, the number of staff employed in the
computer department is expectedto fall from the
presentlevel of 80 to about 30 by 1990. The pace
of system installation in this organisation means
that, by 1987, two out of three office staff will have
a terminal on their desks.

Future developments

Stewart Wrighton s office system plansalso include:

The useof electronic mail both for inter-office communications (replacing telex) and for inter-personnel messages.
The development of an integrated spreadsheet
system to handle the budgetsof all managers with
a significant budgeting responsibility.

The useof local databasesfor information, manipulation and what-if applications.

NATIONALE-NEDERLANDEN
This casehistory describes how onelarge insurance
companyis adopting a staged approach tothe introduction of office systems. In particular, it illustrates
how office systems are being used to integrate data

and text in clerical activities.

Nationale-Nederlanden is a large Dutch insurance

group whose main businessesarein life insurance
and general insurance. It employs some 6,000office
staff in three head office locations in The Hague and
Rotterdam. The company operates a large computer
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centre in The Hague (with one IBM 3083, one IBM
3033 and a Siemens 7890 machine) which is used
to process most of the routine business transactions.
This centralised group also has responsibility for
office systems developments.

Office systems installed

Theoffice systems at the head office locations have
been developed around:

Five IBM 5520 shared-resource systems running
65 terminals.
70 IBM Displaywriters.

One IBM 8100 DOSF system running 20terminals.

APL facilities being used through about 100 terminals on mainframe computers.

50 IBM PCs.

The IBM Displaywriters and 5520 systems have been
installed progressively over the last few yearsto provide wordprocessingfacilities for use by typists and
secretaries. Although no quantified cost-justification
wascarried out, there is general satisfaction with the
improved typing service provided, particularly since
many authors believe that some of their time has
been saved by the new facilities. Interestingly, this
improved view of the typing service has coincided
with a trend away from traditional typing pools and
towards the use of departmental and personal secretaries. And, perhaps surprisingly, the dissolution of
the typing pools led to personnel problems because
typists feared the moveto isolated departments from
the more sociable atmosphere of the typing pool.

Another interesting aspectof the introduction of text
processing in Nationale-Nederlanden wasthe rejection by secretaries in one area of an early version of
the IBM 8100 DOSF office system. The rejection was
diagnosed as being due to a combination ofinsufficient user training and a fear of screen-based text
Processing systems. This particular setback was
overcome by carefully introducing electronic typewriters, which were accepted bythe secretaries. But
as the use of screen-based word processing equip-

ment has becomeaccepted byother secretaries in

the company, secretaries with electronic typewriters

haveincreasingly demanded screen-based systems.

The IBM 8100 DOSF system has(in the last year)

been installed for use by about 60clerical staff as

part of the normal transaction processing routines in
the mortgage department. Theseapplications involve
access to mainframe computers via CICS as well as
text processing carried out on the IBM 8100 machine.
Data from an IBM mainframe often is incorporated
into customer correspondence in this way. This has
resulted in a reducedtyping load for the secretaries
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and typists who previously had typed the great bulk
of customer correspondence. These transactions
now contain fewer errors, particularly data errors,
since one or, in some cases, two transcriptions have
been avoided. The turnround time for correspondence
has also been reduced by one day on average.

applications will run on communicating personal computers which will gradually replace word processors
and dumb terminals. At the next level, departmental
storage and some departmental processing will be
carried out on departmental computers. At the highest level, corporate (or business-unit) storage and

Nationale-Nederlanden has also been using APL to
provide computing facilities to professional staff
(actuaries, accountants and others) for about eight
years. During the past year, 50 IBM PCs have been

Organisational impact

installed with spreadsheet, text editing and other

packages for use by professional staff. This end-user
computing is supported by an information centre
staffed by six full-time system professionals.
Training

Training in the use of office systems is organised and
carried out by local staff and supplier training as
required. Those responsible for the introduction of
office systems have, in recent years, devoted much
effort to encouraging the exchange of knowledge and
experience at all levels about the advantages andlimitations of office systems.
Future developments

The next stage in the automation of the company s
mainstream transaction processing routines is
expectedto include the use of image archives, as well
as optical storage systems such as Philips Megadoc.
IBM s image capture, storage and viewingfacilities
are actively being considered. A large installation may
be about two years away, however, because the companyis waiting for costs (of disc storage in particular) to fall. Once this system is installed, turnround
times for archive-related correspondence are
expectedto fall by as much as three or four days,
compared with the use of the existing centralised
microform facility and paper-based archives.

The use of office systems by managers is regarded
as the most difficult area in which to achieve a successful installation because the requirements are
often diverse, the benefits are difficult to quantify, and
senior managers areoften reluctant to devote time
to learning how to use the systems. For these reasons, managerial office systems have not yet been
installed. The potential use of multifunction facilities
by the secretaries of senior managers, however, is
being actively investigated. These facilities might
include text editing, links to mainframe systems,
document archiving andretrieval, calendar management, electronic mail and some personal computing

facilities.

All of the company s future plans for office systems
are built on a strategy of compatibility with an IBM
communications infrastructure. Within this strategy,
three levels of processing and storage have been
identified. At the lowest, mostlocallevel, stand-alone
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processing will be carried out on centralised mainframe computers.

As this strategy is implemented, three main trends
are expected to become apparent:
The number of secretaries andtypists will decline
as moretyping is carried out by clerks and professional staff on their own terminals.

Administrative services such as microform, facsimile transmission, telex, and photocopyingwill be
progressively decentralised, eventually being carried out by the users themselves via electronic
media.

The centralised computer department will gradually becomepartially decentralised as end-user
computing and the decentralised office systems
strategy are implemented.

MASSEY-FERGUSON
This case history describes how a multinational companyinstalled and cost-justified an advancedoffice
system during a period of financial stringency.
Massey-Ferguson is a Canada-based multinational
corporation that manufactures farm machinery and
diesel engines. It has 37 wholly owned factories in
nine countries and, together with its associates and
licensees, it makes products in 31 countries andsells
them in 190 countries. The company employs some
30,000 people worldwide, of whom about 20,000 work
in offices. No significant organisational change was
made asa direct result of the office system installations, although significant cutbacks throughout the
business had been made before the system was
installed.
Office systems installed

With this type of international company structure, it
was important that information should flow quickly
and easily between international operating units and
the head office in Toronto. In 1981, work started on
developing an advanced in-houseoffice system that
would provide text editing, the integration of text and
data files, electronic information storage and retrieval
(based on keywords) anddiary facilities, as well as
store-and-forward electronic mail that would make
use of the existing telecommunications network for
worldwide access. As part of the development process, system demonstrations were developed to
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maintain managementinterest and support. During
1982, the system wasinstalled for use by some 2,200
office staff throughout the world, using about 2,000
IBM 3270-type terminals.
Atfirst, management services staff at various international locations were used to test the facilities
provided by the newoffice systems. This arrange-

ment had the advantage that local management

services staff became familiar with the systems, so
that they could later install them in other local departments. Next, staff who had a need to carry out
significant volumes of international correspondence,
and who had accessto an existing data processing
terminal, were introduced to the system. (Where
terminals were not available, electronic messages
wereprinted anddistributed to the intended recipient
through manual internal post services.)
By adopting this approach, Massey-Ferguson found
that the early installations were enthusiastically
accepted and used. In turn, this led to an increasing
demand from thoseoffice staff, particularly managers
and professional staff, who had not been provided
with the new facilities.
By the end of 1982, about 2,200 staff, including senior
managers, middle managers, professionals, clerks
and secretaries were using the system. The level of
acceptance wasvery high
only 15 staff stopped
using the system
even though strong control was
exerted to ensure that electronic storage (which was
limited to 500k bytes per user per year) was being

used only for important documents that would need
to be retrieved at a later date.
Once these general-purpose office system facilities
had beeninstalled, some specially designed systems
were developed, using the general-purpose systems

high transaction rate did cause difficulties. To avoid

response-time problems, the computer staff had to
ensure that computer applications with low transaction rates and high processing requirements were
mixed with the office systems, which hadhigh transaction rates but low processing requirements.
Another problem was causedbythe initial storage

calculations being inaccurate (due toinefficient disc

packing routines). This resulted in the need to reorganise the information storage database once a
month during the first year of installation.

Cost-justification

Massey-Ferguson was going through a period of
financial stringency at the time the new office sys-

tems wereinstalled. This meant that the new systems
(whosetotal cost was less than $200,000) had to be

clearly cost-justified. The type of cost-justification that
wasCarried out is illustrated by considering a typical
A4 document that was typed, duplicated and physically distributed from Canada by post to 100
recipients in Canada, England and Switzerland. The
traditional method of doing this was costed at nearly
four times the cost of using the new electronic mail
system. The details of this cost-benefit calculation are
shownin Figure A.1.
Future developments

Massey-Ferguson s future plans for office systems
include an increase in the penetration of terminals,

facilities to handle business forms and business

graphics, and links to a phototypesetting and publishing system thatwill incorporate graphics information
from the company s computer-aided design systems.

as a base. For example, the purchasing department

Figure A.1

to suppliers at the appropriate time. Also, the electronic mail system has been extended to keep farm

Costofpreparing and distributing one A4 documentto 100 recipients

can nowfile orders into a bring forward file which
sends them automatically through the telex system

machinery distributors in North America up to date
with special promotions, stock availability, and new
product launches. This system also enables distributors to place orders electronically with MasseyFerguson.

Training

Thetraining for the general-purpose office systems
wascarried outby five head office staff whovisited
each division that would be usingthe facilities. The
headoffice staff trained divisional staff who, in turn,
trained other staff at each location.

Problems experienced

Very few serious problems were experienced during
the installation of the office systems, although the
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Cost-justification of Massey-Ferguson soffice
system

Traditional method

Activity/costitem

Typing (£4 per hour)
Typewriter costs

Cost(£) Activity/costitem
0.09

Screen/printer costs

1.66

Retrieval costs

18.53

Postage

11.72

Sorting and delivery

2.16

Filing

3.00

Total

Cost (£)

6.00 | Typing (£4 per hour)

Duplicating

Envelope stuffing

Electronic mail

3.00

1.58

Network time(isec.)|

0.08

CPU transactions to
send document

1.26

0.08

Recipient's transactions to retrieve

6.00

Storage costs

0.01

document

£43.46 |Total

TheB

| 12.01
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